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The music contained within Part I is an outgrowth of my residency at Cornell
University, and later as a lecturer at Dartmouth College. In all but one case, the
compositions predate the outcomes of my research presented in Part II. While
some of these pieces utilize variants of spectralist techniques—such as Incendio
(2008) and Cyclicum (2010)—they are not indicative of my most current creative
work exploring spectral decomposition. Only Elementary Sources (2011) and the
repertoire of compositions discussed in Chapter 5 of Part II point toward the
extensibility of spectralism.
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4 Horns in F










*Player 2: Glockenspiel, Sizzle Cymbal, Crash Cymbals,
Tam-Tam, Crystal Wine Glass (tuned to C#6)
*Player 3: Pipe Brake Drums 6x (tuned to octave D's, Eb's, A's)
Sizzle Cymbal, Med Susp. Cymbal, Susp. Cymbal, Bass Drum, 
Crystal Wine Glass (tuned to C#6)
SPENCER TOPEL • 917.470.7596  • 6242 Hallgarten Hall  • Hanover NH  • 03755 
performance notes and glossary
Wine glasses performed mm. 176 – 183 should have a pure tone with
little difference in pitch between the two glasses.  A water/vinegar
mixture can help produce a better tone and improve projection. 
z  =  an uneven tremolo. This should be played with varying lengths of
bow by each player individually. Violin I, Violin II, Viola, and Double
Bass, mm.238 –250.
! =  application of a metal chains over the piano strings of indicated
note (allowing for the touching the chain as well). This should be
played with pedal down. This event occurs in the piano at m. 314. 
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pro-notch sizzle cymbal S.Y.
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Cyclicum (2010) Performance Notes
• Cycles consist of boxes, arrows, talas, and indications. 
• A player may start at any box and move from box to box only if it is connected by an arrow. 
• Talas indicate both the relative tempo (e.g. Allegro, Largo, etc.) and a repeating rhythmic pattern, where the notes 
change while the rhythm stays relatively the same. Flexibility can be taken in executing the pattern, but variants 
should remain somewhat similar to the original. 
•  Indications appear above the box that instruct what kind of articulation of the note should be used. 
• When the indication mix or all timbres appears, a player is free to move between different styles of playing their 
instrument. 
• Notated music appears in all three parts. When these fragments occur, the player must make a smooth transition 
between the cycles and the fragments. 
• sound files played back during performance are either recorded in realtime or pre-recorded. They can be 
operated by an additional performer on laptop or setup to play  back automatically.
• Written sections of music (the beginning and end) plus the fragments should have a constant tempo of quarter-
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Duration  Approx. 1 min
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A central concept for this work was whether it was possible to acoustically re-create a simple audio source recording 
with an entirely different set of sources such as a string quartet. This is not unlike the concept Gérard Grisey presents 
for his landmark work “Partiels” (1975), where he describes the concept of using the orchestra for the purpose of 
Macro-synthesis, where each instrument of the orchestra contributes to a larger sound object, rather than distinctive 
sections and instrumental colors. 
The audio source material is a recording created by a local artist of bell-halves she constructed from brass hitting 
concrete an specific time intervals. The decomposition of these sources results in consistent timbral components 
relating to the various distinctive parts of the original audio. Namely, the cement “clicks”, resulting from the moment the 
metal hit the ground, the in-harmonic partials from the metal as it rang, and the oscillation, or “wobbling”, of the halves 
as they came to rest on the cement. Through transformation of components, and blending of the acoustic string 
quartet with a combination of sample playback and live-electronics, the piece navigates the arthroscopic details of the 
original sounds while striving to find expression between their respective spaces. 
Technical Note
Performers: 2 Violins, Viola, and Cello (string quartet)
Laptop: Running Ableton LIVE Suite 8.0 or higher
Microphones: Danish Pro-Audio Mini-capsule Microphones 4x
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Music exemplifies the repetitive patterns in nature (Batteux 1760). These pat-
terns lend a distinctiveness to sound sources that make them identifiable. In
audio analysis, this information can be accessed using a process called spectral
decomposition. In music and audio signal processing research, spectral decom-
position is commonly associated with source separation, in which an algorithm
recovers the original sources from a mixture (i.e., extracting each instrument
from a recording of an ensemble or band) (Barry et al. 2005, Cardoso 1989,
Plumbley et al. 2007, Virtanen 2007).
Instead of searching for original sources in a mixture, this dissertation inves-
tigates the application of spectral decomposition techniques to music composi-
tion, rhythm pattern similarity analysis, and spectralist techniques to discover if
this type of analysis can yield a different, new way to understand music. There
are two broad motivations for this work: (a) to devise a musicology framework
using spectral decomposition analysis and (b) to explore a concept called latent
structure in music audio. Latent structure is defined as the relationship and ar-
rangement of spectral patterns contributing to the formulation of conspicuous
elements in an auditory scene that might otherwise be hidden by primitive au-
ditory processing.1
1In auditory scene analysis (ASA), Bregman (1994) described listening as two cognitive and
parallel processes: (a) conscious and (b) unconscious listening.
1
In other words, this type of analysis may enable us to explore aspects of music
that might otherwise be subsumed in listeners’ conscious experience of music.
The results may be musically intuitive (e.g., the extraction of components that
sound dissimilar or an entirely new interpretation of a musical idea).
1.1.1 Application of Spectral Decomposition inMusic Analysis
Spectral decomposition can be described as the process by which a magnitude
spectrogram separates into subspaces (Casey and Westner 2000), or mixing ma-
trices (Hoffman et al. 2010). In tasks where sounds are not treated as mixtures,
significant information for music creation can be determined and manipulated
directly from a time-frequency representation, such as a spectrogram, by using
software such as OpenMusic (Assayag et al. 1999) and Spear (Klingbeil 2005).2
In contrast to prior spectral techniques, the analysis methods described in
this dissertation may be used to access independent features that are not as well
understood in the context of music analysis and composition. One emergent
question is how useful or reliable are spectral decomposed component represen-
tations in music analysis. If using decomposed spectral components improves
current analysis tasks–both general and specific–then presumably they can be
applied to less discriminative tasks, such as composition and improvisation.
This problem is addressed in relation to creativity, by looking at the manipu-
lation and transformation of resynthesized spectral decomposition components,
and research, where rhythm pattern similarity is examined in the context of tim-
2It is important to note that in a Schafferian (1967) framework nearly any acoustic source can
be considered a mixture because it is comprised of discrete sounds that Schaeffer identified as
Objets Sonore.
2
bre (Qingyuan et al. 2011). As explained in chapter 4, early results suggest that
content-based groove retrieval is better than canonical sub-band decomposition
methods (Scheirer 1996).
Spectral Decomposition, Musical Objects, and Spectralism
In a broader musical context, the spectral decomposition of music audio is the
extraction of music objects (Schaeffer 1967). In this context, spectral decom-
position is similar to the techniques used in spectral music in the sense that a
computer analysis of audio-based features provides ways to extract composi-
tional materials that could remain inaccessible to the composer (Dufourt 1979,
Moscovich 1997). For the spectralists, this means extracting frequency informa-
tion from audio samples using the fast fourier transform (FFT) (Brigham and
Morrow 1967, Smith 2003) and the Short-Time Fourier Transform(STFT) (Arbo
2009). Composers Ge´rard Grisey, Tristan Murail, and Henry Dufort invented
new harmonic structures using the extracted spectral profiles, often with novel
tuning metrics (Grisey 2008, Arrell 2002). Their work reflects more than devis-
ing a new system of composition in the Schoenbergian sense; instead, it reflects
a new way to perceive or experience music. This is shown by the careful atten-
tion to how frequency information forms the percept of timbre in many of the
earlier works, and comments by Grisey in a 1996 interview echo this sentiment:
Spectralism is not a system. It’s not a system like serial music or even
tonal music. It’s an attitude. It considers sounds, not as dead objects
that you can easily and arbitrarily permute in all directions, but as
being like living objects with a birth, lifetime and death. (Bundler
1996).
3
The exclusive reliance on FFT and STFT, however, does not show any at-
tempt to reveal pattern similarity in the time-frequency information. Explic-
itly, this point raises the issue of time-frequency separability. In certain circum-
stances, music audio information is separable. That is, if frequency information
in the time-frequency domain does not overlap, then it is possible to achieve
relatively good separation of sources using filtering. Another way audio can be
separable is when temporal events in an audio mixture occur at discrete times
and do not overlap temporally (e.g., having the ability to separate an eight-
second audio clip into two parts that relate to different events in the audio). The
majority of sound sequencing and editing software is designed for this purpose
(e.g., Audacity, Logic Pro etc.) and has ways of mitigating the effect of splicing
audio, a term that refers to early tape editing methods (Fasciano et al. 1995).
These examples are limited, however, because most real-world audio is not
this simple–especially music–with many potential overlaps occurring as a re-
sult of even simple audio effects. For example, applying background noise to
a recording with non-overlapping audio can greatly reduce the separability of
the sound sources (Virag 1999). Therefore, the separability problem becomes
more difficult when frequency information from different audio sources over-
laps. This occurs in basic situations, such as instruments with pitch variance
(e.g., anything without a fixed pitch or spectral profile) and when instrumental
sources are mixed together with spectral overlapping (e.g., violin and flute in
the same recording). In these situations, filtering will not satisfactorily separate
the components (see 3 for a detailed discussion).
How is information separated in these situations? In short, correlations need
to exist between different audio features in order to identify discrete sound
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sources. Some researchers (Casey and Westner 2000) looked for correlations
between temporal (i.e., rhythmic) and spectral (i.e., pitch and timbre) patterns,
described as independent spectral components. These independent spectral
components extracted using spectral decomposition offer something that is not
offered by spectral analysis using FFT or STFT: that is, access to a complex set
of latent interactions that yield perceptible patterns and shapes across the entire
spectrogram.
Observing Dynamics Between Correlated Time-Frequency Components
The following metaphor describes spectral decomposition for music audio:
Imagine a spectrogram of a particular piece of recorded music is actually an
infinitely large orchestra. The performers have instruments consisting of sin-
gle sinusoids. While the performers cannot play more than one tone, they can
adeptly shape the envelope of their sine waves. When these performers orga-
nize into small groups–much like sections of an orchestra–they can produce an
expansive range of timbral possibilities.
If a person observed these different sections over time, he or she would wit-
ness consistent or emergent patterns of behavior and start to see that these be-
haviors are not only a result of their distinctiveness, but also a result of the
dynamics of their behaviors over time. This type of analysis would reveal that
there is not only structure in how the players are organized (i.e., the orchestra-
tion of the music), but also structure in how the music unfolds over time.
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When the infinite orchestra metaphor is considered in the context of spectral-
ism, then accessing interactions between sources in a spectral decomposition
transforms spectralism into temporalism. This means the interaction of spectral
structures (e.g., a single event and timbre) in amixture of sources is as important
to analysis as the spectral structures themselves. As Chapter 3 demonstrates,
Grisey′s sPartiels Pour 16 Ou 18 Musiciens explores the temporal interactions
of features as much as using frequency information to build novel harmonies
(Grisey 1975). Spectral decomposition, therefore, extends temporal interactions
in spectralism to include the interaction of spectral structures.
Independent Spectral Components as Representations of Timbre
The concept of timbre is implicit in a musical interpretation of spectral decom-
position. Risset and Wessel (1982) defined timbre as “a phenomenon consisting
of both an average spectra (spectral profile) and how tones begin and end,” or
the amplitude-envelope information (pp. 114-115). This is the per-component
information extracted in spectral decomposition. Specifically, in a non-negative
matrix factorization (NMF) context, a spectrogram X forms as a consequence of
the hidden matrices H and W (Smaragdis and Brown 2003):
X =WH, (1.1)
where W describes the spectral frequency profile information, and H is the
amplitude-envelope information. Using the kth W and H column, it is possi-
ble to generate what is described here as a independent spectral component: xk,
defined by xk = wkhTk , respectively. These features, therefore, relate directly to
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timbre because they are similar to the time-varying amplitude and frequency
functions extracted from a digital analysis of instrument tones (Risset and Wes-
sel 1982).
Informing Temporal Similarity through Timbre
Independent spectral components offer a new way to explore the relationship
between structures in spectrograms because they convey a better representation
of timbre, but the particular design or application for spectral decomposition in
music-related activities remains open to many unexplored possibilities.
The research discussed in this dissertation builds on recent approaches to
spectral decomposition in music analysis by offering an approach to digital
musicology, and a content-based retrieval design for rhythm pattern retrieval.
While there are many different ways to analyze rhythmic patterns, the search by
groove method (Topel and Casey 2011a, Qingyuan et al. 2011) is used to ana-
lyze rhythmic patterns in the present study. The concept of groove can be quite
complex, but it is limited to what Hughes (2003) referred to as autotelic (p. 15)
or self-generating rhythmic grooves, which can be repetitive or quasi-repetitive
rhythm content. Butler (2006) suggested a simpler definition and defined groove
as “the pattern laid down by the bass and drum kit” (p. 5).
The attractiveness of groove retrieval comes from the following intuition:
groove often consists of stable and predictable timbres, often described as the
rhythm section of a band or ensemble. In addition, these background rhythms
can be shared across genres and provide an opportunity to examine music sim-
ilarity on large datasets outside the genre paradigm. The contributions of this
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research include the following:
• Showcase of a collaborative groove retreival system.
• A publicly available dataset of 1,138 commercial rhythmic dance mu-
sic tracks for rhythm retrieval experiments with a category-by-groove
markup provided by two expert listeners.
• An evaluation of a groove retrieval task using the ISHKUR dataset and
markup.
The present study has been conducted to examine whether latent structure
can be accessed across an entire dataset using spectral decomposition and its
relationship to the relatively invariant timbral qualities of grooves. To test this
idea, the dataset ISHKUR, named after the popular online resource Ishkur’s
Guide to Electronic Music, comprised of 1,138 tracks, was given to two expert
listeners who sorted the collection into what they thought were similar grooves.
These markups were then used to evaluate a groove retrieval method using a
novel timbre channel and group similarity algorithm collaboratively invented
by Michael Casey and Qingyuan Kong (Qingyuan et al. 2011).
1.1.2 A Few Questions
In this study, spectral decomposition applications are explored beyond source
separation in order to obtain a better understanding of structure in music audio
and how to manipulate different components related to these structures in a
variety of contexts. Therefore, the following questions guided this research:
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• Although there are many references to auditory scene analysis (ASA) in
the audio spectral decomposition literature (Casey andWestner 2000, Shao
andWang 2008, Shashanka 2008), how does ASA relate to spectral decom-
position techniques?
• Much of the psychoacoustic literature identifies representations of listen-
ing, but how do such representations relate to algorithms designed to sep-
arate information in audio signals?
• To what extent does timbre influence structure within a musical signal?
This question forms the basis for the theoretical framework discussed in
Chapter 3.
• What can spectral decomposition tell us about a spectralist composition?
Prior attempts at analyzing this corpus of music using traditional analysis
techniques often avoid investigating the principle claim of these composi-
tions, that they are derived from audio sources. If so, does spectral decom-
position offer a potentially better way to analyze spectralist compositions?
• Given that current models of spectral decomposition are more than 10
years old (Casey and Westner 2000), what are possible future directions
for these tools?
1.2 Dissertation Structure
The remaining chapters of this dissertation present the following arc: (a) a dis-
cussion about unconscious listening representation from an auditory scene anal-
ysis perspective (Bregman 1994); (b) a presentation of a latent structure frame-
work and specific analysis examples from two pieces: Partiels Pour 16 Ou 18
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Musiciens by Grard Grisey (1975) and John Cages (19401947) Fourth Interlude
for Prepared Piano from the Sonatas and Interludes; (c) a discussion about a recent
collaborative database study of rhythm retrieval using an extended version of
probabilistic latent component analysis (PLCA) called Hierarchical-PLCA (H-
PLCA); (d) a presentation of recent compositions using spectral decomposition
methods; and (e) a discussion about the contributions and future possibilities of
spectral decomposition.
Chapter 2 contains a discussion about the representation of unconscious or
primitive listening from psychoacoustic and perception perspectives, and spe-
cial attention is paid to the work of Albert Bregman and comments about listen-
ing made by Diana Deutsch and Carol Krumhansl. It also contains a discussion
about how Gestalt principles influence our understanding of intermediate rep-
resentation in cognition and its relationship to spectral decomposition.
Chapter 3 formalizes this concept using Pierre Schaeffer s (1947) ideas about
objets sonores or sound objects and timbre, which has implicit connections to
spectral music, a potential precursor to latent structure analysis using spectral
decomposition first identified by Topel and Casey (2011b). Specifically, it is ar-
gued that spectral decomposition enables us to intercept the low-level auditory
formulations of latent structure. Spectral decomposition is then applied to con-
trasting analyses, the first being an analysis of the two musical works described
above. The second analysis, presented as a retrieval experiment in Chapter 4,
explores the notion of groove as it relates to a generalization of timbral structure
across a 1, 187 track dataset.
Chapter 5 contains a discussion about an approach to audio analysis that re-
sults in a range of possibilities for composition. In particular, the pre-audio and
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post-audio transformation of source-separated components are explored using
compositions by five composers: (a) David Plans-Casal, (b) Michael Casey, (c)
Simon Atkinson, (d) Paul Osentinsky, and (e) Spencer Topel.
Chapter 6 contains a discussion about the general contributions and implica-
tions of the present study. Three additional sections are included as appendices:
(a) a glossary of abbreviated terms, (b) preliminary experiments using spectral
decomposition to retrieve rhythms, and (c) complete examples of the Matlab
code paraphrased in the main body of this dissertation.
1.3 Collaborative Nature of Latent Structure Analysis
The analysis in chapter 4 is part of a larger study conducted by the Bregman
Music Audio Research Studio (BMARS). While this analysis was the initial fo-
cus of this dissertation, for a variety of reasons, it eventually became a section
in a broader creative and research effort. The other analysis was performed
by the author of this dissertation in an environment driven by collaboration
with faculty and graduate students at Dartmouth, and I have been careful to
acknowledge other people’s experiments, ideas, and analyses.
The compositions listed in chapter 5 illustrate a seminal trend toward works
created explicitly using source-separation algorithms, and they do not represent
the entire output of possible works. In fact, since this this dissertation was writ-
ten, new works have been created that could certainly be added to the small set
of works presented in this study.
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1.4 Code, Music, and Example Guidelines
All code examples in this dissertation appear as Matlab scripts and functions.
This enables interested researchers in different music-related areas, such as mu-
sic information research, signal processing, and computational perception, to
quickly audition examples and functions. In addition, code examples are kept
to a minimum in the main body of the text, with longer and more complete
sections of code provided in Appendix B.
The syntax of the Matlab code follows similar conventions found in other
programming languages. In Matlab, comments are delineated by the % symbol
and loops follow the “C” indentation guidelines. Functions embedded in par-
ent functions (as abstractions) appear at the end of the parent function and are
always terminated by the “C”-style “Return” command.
Examples in the main chapters are designed to be instructive, and there are
comments that provide details about step-by-step processes. Executable exam-
ples with supporting functions can be found at the Bregman Music and Audio
Research Studio (BMARS) (for information about where to access these exam-
ples, see (Topel 2012a).
Music examples are presented in two forms: (a) Western music notation
and (b) music features consisting of spectrograms, waveforms, histograms, and
components extracted from PLCA. For the few cases in which extendedWestern
notation is employed, a key defining the notations is provided. Audio exam-
ples that correspond to all the music examples in this study can be found online




REPRESENTATION OF UNCONSCIOUS LISTENING INMUSIC
Music presents us with a complex, rapidly changing acoustic spectrum, of-
ten resulting from the superposition of sounds from many different sources.
The primary task that our auditory system has to perform is to interpret
this spectrum in terms of the behavior of external objects.Deutsch (1982).
Deutsch (1982) stated if all [acoustic] first-order elements were indiscrimi-
nately linked together, auditory shape-recognition operations could not be per-
formed (p.100). Krumhansl (1992) similarly warned against thinking of per-
ceived or imagined music as auditory tapes in the head which record sound-
pressure variations continuously over time, but rather, music is organized at
early levels of processing into events, properties of events, and temporal rela-
tions between events (pp. 200-201).
The process by which listeners arrive at the shape-recognition discussed by
Krumhansl and Deutsch suggests that there are correlated features in sounded
music. The investigation of these correlated behaviors forms the basis of Breg-
mans (1994) research that investigated ASA. He suggested listeners perform
complex scene separation processing, which results in stream segregation, in
which low-level auditory observations fuse to form a sense of continuation and
a single percept. Bregman related the process governing streaming to a principle
in Gestalt psychology known as common fate, which is the sense of inevitability
created by correlated audio features.
The present study is interested in primitive segregation, which is thought
to encompass the low-level auditory decomposition of a scene and arises from
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a bottom-up strategy of parsing information based on correlations and audi-
tory cues or events. Although it has been shown (Zendel and Alain 2009) that
low-level auditory decomposition improves through practice, it is a skill that all
humans and some animals possess (Bee and Micheyl 2008).
Primitive segregation contrasts with what Bregman (1994) called schema-
based segregation. Intuitively, schema-based segregation describes a top-down
approach to listening, in which there is an effort to discern different patterns,
or what is informally called active listening (Okamoto et al. 2010). The sug-
gestion that certain types of percepts arise out of one category or the other or
both (LaBerge 2010) does not add anything to the present study and is not used
in analysis. Primitive segregation is important for the present study because
it describes a latent cognitive behavior, something listeners do unconsciously.
This unconscious processing attribute of primitive segregation makes stream-
ing, in Bregmans (1994) words, “not a simple thing to measure” (p. 54).
2.1 Representations of Listening
At the most basic level of representation, all listeners have to deal with the
same problem: Sounds that occur simultaneously in a surrounding environ-
ment reach our ears as a single pressure wave (Bregman, 1994, p 107). These
concurrent and continuous pressure waves can be though of as audio or audi-
tory mixtures. Bregman identified two processes people use to listen: (a) Lis-
teners rely on schemata or prior auditory knowledge to separate mixtures, and
(b) listeners employ a primitive process to group incoming electro-physical im-
pulses. He defined primitive process as “a multi-dimensional decomposition of
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time events, and frequency events, resulting in the continuous observation of
multiple streams” for the following types of information:
• intensity
• fluctuation patterns
• direction of frequency transitions
• estimation of sound source locality. (p. 613)
2.1.1 Anatomy of Auditory Scenes
Using two strategies simultaneously, humans possess the ability not only to en-
joy music, but also to have conversations with another person in a noisy space,
operate moving vehicles, and perform all types of tasks that involve separat-
ing important sound cues from everything else. Bregman (1994) suggested that
auditory streams exist in mixtures called auditory scenes.
Figure 2.1 illustrates ASA using a spectrogram to represent the auditory de-
composition problem. The top spectrogram shows easily recognizable patterns
in the spectrogram that correspond to the spoke phrase “one, two, three.” The
bottom spectrogram, however, shows a mixture of different sources, which ob-
scure the original pattern. It is the job of ASA to decompose the sources into
their constituent parts, and this happens because a listener can easily distin-
guish sources from one another.
Bregman et al. (1971) argued that mixtures of sound sources in environments
where different sounds overlap in time and frequency require a listener to per-
form auditory decomposition. This is a process in which “correlated amplitude
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Figure 2.1: A reproduction of Bregman’s classic example of auditory
scenes. The top spectrogram has the spoken phrase one, two,
three, and the bottom spectrogram is a mixture of (a) the spo-
ken phrase one, two, three, (b) singing da-da-da, (c) whistling,
and (d) a computer fan (Bregman 2005).
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changes in different parts of the spectrum contributes to the assignment of the
spectral components to a perceived source” (Bregman, 1994, p. 590).
2.2 Streams and Streaming of Auditory Information
With respect to auditory scenes, the auditory system quickly groups various
components within an incoming signal (Bregman, 1994). Components that are
similarly grouped can be described as auditory streams. There are different
opinions about the use of the term streams in relation to auditory perception.
For instance, Deutsch (1982) referred to streams as any situation in which au-
ditory stimuli separate into discretely observable parts, and listeners separate
streams on the basis of sound type (p. 124). This use is different from the con-
cept of streaming that suggests different perceived qualities in the sound come
together spontaneously to create the auditory object (Bregman, 1994, p.10). The
commonality between streams and streaming is in the grouping of similar qual-
ities:
I view a stream as a computational stage on the way to the full de-
scription of...auditory event(s). The stream serves the purpose of
clustering related qualities. By doing so, it acts as a center for our
description of...acoustic event(s). (Bregman, 1994, p. 10)
The important element in the quote above is “clustering related qualities.”
According to Bregman (1994), these are qualities that lead to a formulation of
distinctive elements in an auditory scene, which is similar to the Gestalt prin-
ciples of grouping and organization. Figure 2.2 illustrates a central concept in
ASA, namely, that tones close in frequency (pitch) are more robust to streaming
regardless of presentation order. When the distance between the frequency of
tones increases, the tones form independent streams (Bey and McAdams 2003).
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Figure 2.2: Tone-proximity streaming using auditory scene analysis (Bey
and McAdams 2003)
The Gestalt principle of organization more broadly explains the perceptual for-
mulations of streaming in ASA.
Gestalt Principles in Listening
Bregman’s (1971) ideas about auditory scenes are largely based on the principles
of perceptual grouping proposed by Gestalt psychologists, who suggested that,
in effect, the interpretation of our world is a result of clustering similar things
based on finite elements (Wertheimer 1938). Figure 2.3 illustrates three of the
four primary Gestalt principles (Deutsch, 1982). The fourth gestalt principle,
common fate, must be inferred and proposes that objects that share a similar
trajectory are grouped together.
Deutsch (1982) stated that grouping by timbre is a result of the principle of
Similarity (p. 124) and based on two factors: (a) the organization of a sequence
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Figure 2.3: Graphical representations of the Gestalt principles of (a)
proximity, (b) similarity, and (c) good form/continuation.
Reprinted in “Grouping Mechanisms in Music,” by Diana
Deutsch, 1982, The Psychology of Music, 2, pp. 299348.
into separate streams on the basis of sound type and (b) familiarity with such
sources (p. 125). The sequential groups discussed by Deutsch can be linked to
the idea of timbre similarity as it relates to the unfolding of temporal events rela-
tive to a length (e.g., temporal segments) and auditory stream segregation (e.g.,
independent spectral features attributable to timbre) belonging to an auditory
scene.
In contrast, Bregman (1994) identified common fate as themost predominant
Gestalt axiom in auditory scene formulation. He posited that it is only through
the linkages of behavior through time that listeners can determine if frequency
information conveys any sense of structure. Bregman suggested that similarity,
particularly with respect to familiarity of sources, belongs to auditory selective
attention processes and not exclusively to primary organization.
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This is an important distinction because it allows for competing interpreta-
tions of auditory patterns. Gestalt psychologists argued that innate knowledge
can be overridden when known patterns are confused with unknown patterns
(Bregman, 1994). In a more recent study (Serafini 2010), researchers found that
musicians trained in Javanese Gamelan classical music had different listening
strategies with respect to low-level features than musicians trained in Western
classical music, which suggests a bifurcation in auditory processing.
2.3 Computational Modeling of Auditory Grouping
An important component of ASA is the distinction between sequential integra-
tion, or how sounds unfold over time and their relationships, and simultane-
ous integration, or perceptual fusion, which describes how sounds decompose
when they happen at the same time (Bregman, 1994). These two main strategies
(i.e., simultaneous and sequential integration) are the basis for devising vertical
and horizontal musical processing from low-level features, respectively (Rosen-
thal and Okuno 1998, Brown and Cooke 1994, Lerdahl et al. 1996, Deliege 1987).
While these efforts at modeling human auditory perception are novel, in a
1998 critique, Slaney discussed a concept called pure audition, which suggests
that inherently bottom-up approaches to computational auditory scene analy-
sis (CASA) might “ignore the avalanche of information from higher cognitive
levels” (Slaney 1998; p.28). More recently, Wang (2005) suggested that some
type of perfect ASA is unrealistic and a target signal MIR retrieval paradigm is
more realistic and testable. An alternative to elaborate models such as CASA
and other models is a model that examines the latent structure in music audio
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with minimal assumptions and computational stages. For the purpose of this
dissertation, the identified method for achieving low-level CASA stems from
an algorithm called PLCA that uses a probabilistic framework (Shashanka et al.
2007). Specifically, this algorithm uses a generalization of Hoffmans probabilis-
tic latent semantic analysis (PLSA) (Hoffman 1999), which extended the applica-
bility of the latent semantic indexing (LSI) singular value decomposition (SVD)
mode (Deerwester et al. 1990).
2.3.1 Spectral Decomposition in the Context of ASA
Hoffman (1999) achieved the PLSA extension to LSI by proposing a probabilistic
bivariate statistically correct generativemodel based on the likelihood principle.
Applying this same approach to spectral-audio information yields similar infor-
mation using the likelihood function and accounts for what might be contained
in spectral information without over-determination. The link between latent
structure analysis using probabilistic spectral decomposition and ASA can be
distilled to three important concepts:
• Music audio has an inherent structure: This can be applied to both high-
and low-level structures, such as segmentation of musical sections to tim-
bre, which is an outgrowth of the central premise in text-based latent se-
mantic indexing.1
• Extracted latent components satisfy simultaneous and sequential inte-
gration conditions for primitive segregation: Bregman (1994) suggested
1The authors argued that LSI is possible because documents and collections of documents
contain inherent structure, which can be discovered with minimal assumptions (Deerwester
et al. 1990).
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that while these two dynamics contribute to the separation of auditory
patterns they are not separate processes. Correlated amplitude enve-
lope and frequency profile information solve this problem by weighting
the relative contribution of any one component to the mixture (Raj and
Smaragdis 2005)
• A priori information folds top-down inference into the core computa-
tion: Instead of separating a grouping from scene decomposition (i.e.,
through clustering features), spectral decomposition used in this disserta-
tion accommodates known data by training the basis functions used to es-
timate source content (Qingyuan et al. 2011) or structure (Weiss and Bello
2010).
2.3.2 Intermediate Representations in Unconscious Listening
Given the interrelated properties of ASA and probabilistic spectral decomposi-
tion methods, howmay spectral decomposition situate itself in ASA? Figure 2.4
illustrates the spatial relationship between ASA and spectral decomposition.
The left side of the figure illustrates the cognitive space of music (e.g., gist,
thought, and abstraction). The right side of the figure illustrates the physical
or substantive experience of music, such as performance and listening (Mad-
sen et al. 1993). The inward facing arrows indicate Bregmans (1992) concept of
high-level schema-based segregation and low-level primitive segregation. The
dotted arrow next to the spectral decomposition space describes the rank esti-
mation, or the number of components extracted using spectral decomposition.
The idea is that as the number of components in a given extraction increases
from some unknown IDEAL, the extraction parameter approaches the upper
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Figure 2.4: A diagram of ASA in relation to spectral decomposition, with
the left side of the figure showing cognitive space, where mu-
sic is in abstract forms, such as ideas or gists (Agres and
Krumhansl 2008), and the right side is the physical world,
where music is sound. It is the task of ASA to translate au-
ditory information from the real world into abstract cognitive
representations.
limit MAX, defined by the number spectral bins in the spectral analysis. As
shown in this figure, the extraction of independent spectral components starts
to resemble sinusoidal components and eventually becomes indistinguishable
from the original spectrogram.
To illustrate the connection between ASA and spectral decomposition into
independent components, consider Figure 2.5, which shows the phrase “one,
two, three” approximated from the auditory scene example in Figure 2.1. Using
a twenty-component PLCA extraction, the extraction satisfactorily extracts in-
dependent patterns relating to the sources. Thus, spectral decomposition rests
somewhere closer to substantive experience in this model because the primary
function of extracting independent spectral components coarsely mimics low-
level primitive segregation (Elhilali and Shamma 2006). This is because spectral
decomposition in its most basic form is agnostic to sources within a mixture
and makes no attempt to group spectral patterns beyond the latent correlations
in the data. This presents a potentially useful function for supervised activities,
such as composing or remixing music (Topel and Casey 2011b) and a conversely
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Figure 2.5: A twenty-component PLCA extraction recovered the spoken
phrase one, two, three, from the Bregman Auditory mixture
shown in Figure 2.1
problematic situation for unsupervised activities such as retrieval over many
tracks in a dataset (Cardoso 1989).
The ability to access important structural aspects of sound by intercepting
the intermediate stages of ASA before the cognitive formulation of the auditory
scene is the underlying concept of latent structure analysis using probabilistic
spectral decomposition, and it is similar to CASA (Wang and Brown 2006). This
is important when one considers the possible applications of spectral decompo-
sition for the analysis of music and creativity and, more important, the context
of spectrally decomposed components with respect to listening.
2.4 Summary
This chapter presented representations of unconscious listening interpreted us-
ing ASA. This discussion provides the context for spectral decomposition as
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it relates to detail, such as timbre, similarity, and information channels, and
higher-level concerns, such as composition, analysis, and retrieval.
This chapter contends that spectral decomposition in a probabilistic frame-
work intercepts a lower stage of ASA without making any assumptions about
grouping or similarity beyond the latent correlations in the information. This is
a consequence of the following connections between probabilistic spectral de-
composition and ASA:
• Music audio has inherent structure
• Correlated time-frequency components satisfy the simultaneous and se-
quential integration conditions for primitive segregation.
• A priori information folds top-down inference into the core computation
The investigation of latent structure throughout the remainder of this dis-
sertation focuses on low-level primary segregation and how this type of infor-
mation expands our understanding of music. It is arguable that some of the
subsequent analysis points to high-level cognitive inference, particularly with
respect to timbre (Wedin and Goude 1972), but while it might be possible to
model active listening, it is beyond the scope of this research.
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CHAPTER 3
TOWARDS A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR LATENT STRUCTURE
INMUSIC
This chapter examines how spectral decomposition can be used to formulate
new interpretations of music by accessing sub-perceptual information hidden to
listeners.1 By design, spectral decomposition algorithms discussed in this dis-
sertationmaximize the independence of spectral features. This process is similar
to primitive segregation, and it is argued that spectral decomposition using in-
dependent features is a perceptually informed process (Topel and Casey 2011b)
similar to Bregman′s (1994) ASA. It is also argued that if latent patterns could be
consistently recovered, then it would be possible to develop new interpretations
of musical structure.
3.1 Spectral Analysis in Music Composition
The application of spectral decomposition methods for music composition,
extracted most commonly using FFT or STFT, has an extensive history in
computer-assisted music composition genres: notably (a) Wisharts expansion of
Pierre Schaeffers Music Objects (Wishart and Emmerson 1996) and (b) Spectro-
morphology proposed by Smalley (1997) . The second half of this chapter con-
siders spectral decomposition as a means to answeringmusicological questions.
Two compositions are analyzed: (a) Interlude four No. 4 from Sonatas and In-
terludes for Prepared Piano (1946—1948) by John Cage and (b) Ge´rard Grisey′s
1Unconscious listening describes only the formulation of sound cues into patterns and not
the agent-based models found in traditional neuroscience literature (e.g., McGuiness and Overy
(2011)).
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(1975) Partiels Pour 16 Ou 18 Musiciens. They were chosen for two reasons: (a)
both contain explicit timbral transformations of their instruments or ensembles
and (b) the means by which both composers derive their material are so differ-
ent. Cage, for instance, arrived at the preparations for the pian through intuition
and listening. In contrast, Grisey used computer analysis to uncover specific
frequencies and amplitudes related to the timbre of the source material. This
kind of computer analysis was a new concept at the time and forms the basis of
spectralism.
3.1.1 Spectrale Musique
Henry Dufourt introduced the idea of spectrale musique in 1979; however, by
this time, compositions using material extracted using the Fourier transform
had already been written by the group, notably Ge´rard Griseys (1975) Partiels.
In most of these early pieces, there is a transparent, straightforward process
used by the composer (see Figure 3.1).
Following this research and these compositional activities, a well-spring
of software development at the Institut de Recherche et Coordination Acous-
tique/Musique (IRCAM) occurred, most notably the visual programming en-
vironment Max, after Max Matthews. In addition, many of the well-known
IRCAM packages were developed: (a) Music V, brought to IRCAM by Jean-
Claude Risset; (b) CHANT, developed by Xavier Rodet for the purpose of for-
mant analysis; and (c) the transcription tools that now belong to Open Music.
Grard Grisey, Tristan Murail, Hugues Dufourt, and British composer Jonathan
Harvey were part of the first wave of spectral composers. Their music influ-
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Figure 3.1: Typical analysis procedure in Spectrale Musique: A relatively
simple method, which would yield harmonicically novel ma-
terial. The first step would be to perform a Fourier transform,
that either extracted only frequency information (FFT), or pre-
served temporal resolution of the frequencies (STFT). The for-
mer technique was employed in the earliest compositions on
relatively simple audio samples, (e.g. ringing bell and a single
piano note).
enced a younger cadre of composers, including Magnus Lindberg, Marc-Andre
Dalbavie, and Joshua Fineberg.
This analysis has deep connections to the European Zeitgeist of the 1960s and
1970s. At that time, total serialism was considered the only credible method for
Western-music based composers. Total serialism emerged as an approach to
music composition inspired by the post-war generation of composers. Namely,
Pierre Boulez, Karlheinz Stockhausen, under the auspices of the Darmstadt
summer school (Grant 2005).
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The spectralists realized the aesthetics associated with the mainstream serial-
ism of the time disregarded the final sounded musical experience. Instead,
these techniques favored abstraction in notation and formalism, and composers
were blinded, to a certain extent, by the idea that all 12-tone (half-step) rela-
tionships were equal and non-Western tuning systems were outside the scope
of mainstream Western art music. Instead, the spectralists considered latent
frequency information from acoustic sources to be the starting point for their
work. They further rejected the idea that the 12 chromatic tones were equal
and non-traditional tuning clashes with Western tuning. Their early reper-
toire emphasized these points, with pieces such as Gondwana (Murial 1980),
which evokes a sense of non-Western tuning by exploring the time-frequency
relationships between a synthetic bell source and a trombone sample. Later,
De´sinte´grations (Murail 1989) used the careful blending of timbres from elec-
tronic sounds and acoustic sources.
3.2 Revealing Latent Structure in Music Audio
As discussed in chapter 1, latent structure refers to distinctive or salient parts of
recorded audio that otherwise remain hidden to the listener. For the spectralists,
this means identifying structural partials that distinguish one instrument from
another instrument playing the same perceived note (e.g., an A or Bb). With
concatenative synthesis (see Chapter 6), the latent structure emerges from the
corpus through the similarity of audio features.
Independent component extraction techniques offer yet another way to ac-
cess structure in audio because resynthesized components retain correlated
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behaviors between frequency and amplitude information in each component.
When PLCA is used on magnitude-only STFT representations, the extracted
components have characteristics similar to the output of phase vocoder meth-
ods. There is, however, an important distinction: In addition to spectrum and
envelope decompositions, components are further segmented by the indepen-
dence of information content or patterns (Bailey et al. 1994).
3.2.1 Probabilistic Latent Component Analysis (PLCA)
The decomposition of an audio signal requires some model that can find inde-
pendence in the features. The primary algorithm used to process audio com-
ponent extraction in this dissertation is the PLCA algorithm (Smaragdis et al.
2008). In general, PLCA expands non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) by
introducing a probability framework. In NMF, a non-negative matrix V is de-
composed into the product of two matrices W and H:
V ≈ WH (3.1)
where V is a time-frequency decomposition of an audio signal, such as a
magnitude spectrogram, each column ofW is a frequency signature correspond-
ing to frequency characteristics, and each row of H is the
temporal activations of the extracted components (Weiss and Bello 2010).
PLCA recasts NMF in a probabilistic framework, and the resulting equation can
be written in NMF terms:
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Using the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm (Moon 1996), the pos-
terior distribution over latent variables is computed for each cell in V in the
E-Step, followed by the maximization of the parameters using the posterior
distribution calculated in the E-Step. The updated parameters correspond-
ing to wk, zk, and hk are then iteratively computed through EM until a con-
vergent solution is obtained.Figure 3.2 illustrates the decomposition of mag-
nitude STFT time-frequency distributions into independent components using
this two-dimensional marginal decomposition algorithm.
For procedures aimed at generating composition material, the Z Prior can
be modified in re-synthesis either by omission or normalization (e.g. by set-
ting z to a constant variable) because it functions as the relative contribution (or
loudness) of each component to the original mixture.
The usage of PLCA can also be applied to extraction of notes from instru-
mental lines. Figure 3.3 is the code used to extract and resynthesize the audio
waves shown in Figure 3.4. In this context, each component is a single pitch-
class extracted from an audio recording of the first fourteen seconds of the Cha-
conne from Partita No. 2 in D minor for solo violin, by J.S. Bach (BWV 1001).
3.2.2 Parameter Selection in Spectral Decomposition
In most computer algorithms, there is an attribute called an open parameter that
can significantly influence or change the resulting outputs (Aho and Hopcroft
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Figure 3.2: Components can be “sound objects” in the Schaefferian sense,
when they contain recognizable yet independent traits of an in-
strument or sound. 1) the metal attack caused by the striking
of cement 2) the ringing of the metal after excitation. 3) Oscilla-
tion or “wobbling” of the bell as it comes to rest on the cement.
1974). Open or free parameters can generally be described as user-controlled
variables. They control aspects of the algorithmic function such as window
size, analysis resolution, and component estimation. For instance, if the bin
size in an FFT is relatively large, then the resulting representation contains less
frequency resolution. If the FFT window size (over the audio data) is large,
temporal resolution is diminished while maximizing frequency resolution. For
scientific applications, determining the correct open parameters is often amatter
of performance. In other words, the best-performing parameters are the correct
ones.
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1 % Load Bach Chaconne excerpt into Matlab
2 s = wavread( 'chaconne.wav')';
3
4 %sum channels to produce Mono signal
5 s = s(1,:) + s(2,:);
6
7 % Go to time-freq domain via STFT
8 f = stft( s, 4096, 1024, 0, 'hann');
9
10 % Perform PLCA analysis on eight channels
11 [w,h,z] = plca2d( abs( f), 8, 200, 0, 0, 0, [], [], [], 1);
12
13 % Resynthesize components to audio iteratively
14 fn = abs( f) ./ (w*diag(z)*h);
15 fp = f ./ abs( f);
16 fp = fp ./ repmat( linspace( .5, 10, size( f, 1))', 1, size( f, 2));
17
18 for i = 1:size( w, 2)
19 tf = (w(:,i)*z(i)*h(i,:)) .* fn;
20 y(i,:) = stft( tf.*fp, 4096, 1024, 0, 'hann');
21 wavwrite(y(i,:), 44100, [filestem '_' num2str(i, '%02d') ...
'.wav']);
22 end
Figure 3.3: A Matlab script performing an eight component PLCA de-
composition on the opening of the Bach Chaconne, using the
PLCA2d function proposed in (Shashanka et al. 2007).
For composition, selecting the right parameters is not straightforward. It
is also more flexible in terms of how they can be applied and evaluated. In
the case of independent component analysis, for instance, component estima-
tion becomes an expressive parameter. Over-estimation or under-estimation of
components for a given mixture becomes a compositional question specific to a
work-in-progress rather than ameans for successfully separating sources. In ad-
dition to open parameters, the selection of the appropriate re-synthesis method
greatly affects the result, a topic explored in chapter 5.
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Figure 3.4: Components extracted from a performance of the first phrase
(approx. mm. 1-4) of the Bach Chaconne for solo violin. In this
case, the components correspond to specific notes or frequen-
cies that reoccur, shown here as resynthesized waveforms
3.3 A Theoretical Basis for Latent Structure Analysis
The following section discusses possible outcomes of spectral decomposition
and their applications. When these techniques are used on music spectral fea-
tures (e.g., STFT matrices), the basic decompositions yield components similar
to those hypothesized by Schaeffer (1967) in his discussion about sound objects,
music objects, and magnets. However, this comparison alone accounts for only
another way to re-combine timbral elements, a reverse-engineering approach
of modeling musical instruments presented as a synthesis modeling problem
by McIntyre et al. (1983).
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The characteristic that best identifies spectral decomposition for music pro-
cessing is the preservation of timing and frequency information for entire
music-audio scenes. This means relationships between different musical events
can be decomposed and recombined while preserving, in essence, basic features
that define the specific relationships between sounds and events that make them
recognizable, that is, the latent structural attributes of music audio.
3.3.1 Component Extraction as Timbral Decomposition
Osetinsky (2010) suggested that spectral decomposition and granular synthesis
are related to one another. Although the analysis window in spectral decompo-
sition algorithms can behave like a grain window by setting the parameters to
very small values (durations), the processing that occurs in a grain window is
usually quite simple, often consisting of an envelope-shaping kernel that affects
the attack and decay of the grain. This has no relationship to the procedure in
spectral decomposition because the feature or information itself is responsible
for the shapes of the spectral profiles and amplitude envelopes.
Granular synthesis and PLCA, however, are similar in relation to the seman-
tic attribution of the process output, outlined in the brilliantly well- conceived
study on emotion attribution by Scherer and Oshinsky (1977). Semantic attribu-
tion suggests that some resynthesized components have clear or partially recog-
nizable emotional and associative attributes, which under certain conditions can
result in listener source identification (Lakatos et al. 1997). Other components
are less recognizable or intuitively connected to the source but may still play
a structural role in the analyzed audio sample, such as separated formants or
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other noise features, and these, in turn, lend themselves to a more-complicated
interpretation of timbre (Erickson 1975).
Schaeffers (1967) notions about sound objects andmusical objects are a closer
analog to PLCA components than granular synthesis. In this treatise, Schaeffer
described sound objects as identifiable atomic units of a musical object, and the
musical object can possess one or multiple sound objects, or what is referred to
as a source in MIR literature.
Schaeffer (1967) uses the example of a snare hit. He pointed out that the
sound of the snare can be decomposed into a two different sound objects: (a)
the noise of the hit and (b) the resonance of the drum. The composer went fur-
ther and said dividing the spectrum in half using high-pass and low-pass filters
results in musical objects that are still identifiable as the original musical object,
or what he refers to as magnets . In a sense, Schaeffer (1967) is describing a
timbral decomposition in which musical objects are the audio material, sound
objects are timbral components possessing independent spectral characteristics,
and magnets are components that retain enough characteristics of the original
musical object to be mistaken for the original. This is the result of one of two
primary factors: (a) features were unsuccessfully decomposed and resulted in
hybrid components or (b) the audio material has features that are not indepen-
dent and completely unified in their behaviors.
In the latter situation, the only way to separate the sources in the audio
would be to use a deconvolution method with audio taken from an exact or
random source (Douglas et al. 1997) or, conversely, synthesize the components,
which forms the basis of Smalleys (1997) spectromorphology. In the case of the
former, modifying the parameters of the component extraction algorithm may
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improve the analysis and yield a better decomposition.
Returning to the idea of sound objects, Figure 3.2 shows how PLCA com-
ponents can be sound objects. This example is a PLCA decomposition of a
brass bell-halve consisting of three identifiable sound objects: (a) the metal at-
tack caused by striking cement, (b) the ringing of the metal after excitation, and
(c) the oscillation or wobbling of the bell as it comes to rest on cement. When
combined together, these components accurately reproduce the sounds recog-
nizable as the bell-halves.
3.3.2 Sub-Mixtures in Music Audio
Compositions with multiple instruments or singers have different issues than
the simple compositions described above. While single-instrument decompo-
sitions can be thought of as timbral decompositions, when there are more in-
struments or sounds that contribute to similar timbres, there are more shared
components than with the former example. In such cases, it is not possible to
perform perfect source separation (i.e., to extract every instrument or vocal part)
using thesemethods. Yet, with techniques such as PLCA, it is possible to acquire
consistent timbre information.
An example of timbral separation can be observed in Figure 3.5, where an
audio excerpt containing a sustained dominant seventh chord and a rhythmic
pattern played by a standard drum set are separated into two distinctive, consis-
tent patterns of information that are shown in three representations: (a) log spec-
trograms, (b) PLCA H,W components, and (c) the resynthesized waveforms.
Observe that each pattern contains traits identifiable as either sustained har-
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monic or rhythmic information. The sustained harmonic chord is shown on
the top, and it has clear, even-spaced partials in the spectral features and ex-
tended noise-like energy in the amplitude features. Drum set rhythmic content
is shown at the bottom. The spectral features show banded noise-like character-
istics, and the amplitude features exhibit spikes of non-sustained energy across
the window. In this relatively simple example, the separation into two timbres is
successful because the patterns between the two timbres are sufficiently distinct
or independent.
In more complex audio mixtures, where patterns are shared across multiple
sources or there is variance between patterns, PLCA2d will be less effective in
the extraction of the timbres. Figure 3.3.2 shows an example of a PLCA tim-
bres extraction using best parameters that is similar to Figure 3.5. This time,
however, the chords from Figure 3.5 are performed with short rhythmic articu-
lations, and greater distortion is added to mimic the timbre of the drums. The
resulting extraction creates two hybrid timbres that reflect an unsuccessful sep-
aration of the two timbral sources. In a sense, the harmonic-sustained chords
have become harmonic-percussive, and they have more qualities in common
with the percussive timbres in the mixture.
The mixture of timbres in this PLCA2d decomposition shows that close tim-
bres are more likely to be inseparable. This raises the question of independence
of timbres in a mixture and their separability as it relates to a concept Breg-
man (1994) called fusing. Timbres can fuse and become an ensemble of timbres
when “subgroups of instruments are yoked together by the fact that their parts
move in real parallel motion and their notes go on and off together because of
an exactly duplicated rhythm” (Bregman 1994; p.520).
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Figure 3.5: Ideal Timbre Extraction: where the snare (top), kick
drum(middle), and sustained harmonic have been extracted
into three discrete patterns and displayed as the following rep-
resentations: resynthesized waveforms,log-spectrograms, and
PLCA H,W components.
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Figure 3.6: Hybrid Timbres: where the percussive harmonic (with added
noise) and rhythmic percussive content is blurred, creating hy-
brid mixtures between each timbre. The top audio track con-
tains more drum timbres, while the bottom audio track con-
tains more harmonic timbres, shown in three representations:
resynthesized waveforms,log-spectrograms, and PLCA H,W
components.
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3.4 A Digital Musicology Approach to Latent Structure
Digital musicology was a term coined by Roland and Downie (2007) to describe
computer analysis musicology. This section explores digital musicology using
the latent structure analysis of two compositions by twentieth-century com-
posers John Cage and Ge´rard Grisey. The pieces were selected based on the
following criteria: (a) They must have multiple prior analyses, which allows for
a comparison of techniques and claims; (b) there must be recorded acoustic au-
dio because it is more difficult and more realistic; and (c) there must be contrast
between the pieces, which is necessary for demonstrating adaptability.
3.4.1 John Cage’s Fourth Interlude for Prepared Piano
The Fourth Interlude belongs to the series Sonatas and Interludes (19461948) and
was written by Cage during the Second World War. It was in 1945 when Cage
met the Indian composer and tabla player Gita Sarabhai, who studiedwith Cage
and subsequently introduced him to Indian music and culture. Of equal impor-
tance, particularly with respect to the Fourth Interlude, is Cages contact with
Javanese Gamelan music through the lectures of Henry Cowell (Ingram 2006).
It was through a re-imagining of the piano as these exotic instruments
that Cage arrived at the particular arrangement of screws, rubber, and plastic
(shown in Figure 3.7):
I placed objects on the strings, deciding their position according to
the sounds that resulted. Having those preparations of the piano and
playing with them on the keyboard in an improvisatory way, I found
melodies and combinations of sounds that worked with the given
structure. Just as you go along the beach and pick up pretty shells
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Figure 3.7: A Steinway Concert “D” Grand Piano with the prepared setup
for John Cage’s Sonatas and Interludes Cage (1940-47).
that please you, I go into the piano and find sounds I like, (Cage
1995).
What are these sounds, and how many distinct sounds is Cage talking
about? Interpretation of sound, in this case, refers to the idea of timbre be-
cause an unprepared piano has an unusually normalized timbre across the en-
tire range of the instrument, and preparing it would change this attribute. To
answer the question concerning the taxonomy of sounds in the Sonatas and In-
terludes, latent structure analysis was performed on the Fourth Interlude using
PLCA2d because it is noticeably rich in timbral content (Perry 2005).
The analysis method consisted of a 20-component decomposition of the first
30 seconds of the Fourth Interlude performed by Boris Berman (Cage et al. 2005).
To perform this analysis, the audio is converted from stereo to mono, followed
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Figure 3.8: The spectral decomposition of the first 10 seconds of John
Cages Fourth Variation for Prepared Piano. The top spectro-
gram shows the harmonic timbres, and the bottom spectro-
gram shows the percussive timbres.
by a transformation to the time-frequency domain using STFT with a 2048 sam-
ple window and a 1024 sample hop. Using the PLCA2d algorithm, components
were extracted using overlap-add re-synthesis (George and Smith 1992), with
the code listed in Appendix B.0.1.
With the components resynthesized, they were auditioned and sorted accord-
ing to timbre and produced only two clusters. Figure 3.8 shows two spectro-
grams of the resynthesized components, with the top spectrogram consisting of
harmonic-pitch information and the bottom consisting of percussive-noise in-
formation. In essence, this analysis suggests there are only two main timbres,
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which is remarkable considering the different material Cage used to prepare the
piano.
Another possibility is that for this specific piece the interaction between the
timbres created a situation in which the underlying design of the piano be-
came exaggerated, which means the screws accentuated the hammer striking
the string, and the rubber and plastic dulled the effect of the hammer. When
the parts interact very quickly in this music, there is an ASA stream-like effect
with regard to percussive and harmonic timbres. For this example, at least, the
seemingly complex timbres separate into relatively simple parts, which when
combined create an intricate tapestry of sounds.
3.4.2 Ge´rard Grisey’s Partiels Pour 16 Ou 18 Musiciens
In a more recent composition by Ge´rard Grisey, latent structure is examined by
analyzing spectral music. In this case, there is an explicit reference concerning
the source material for the composition (Arrell 2002), which consisted of an E2
played on a concert trombone. This allows for the direct comparison of what
the composer notates in the score to the content of the trombone note.
For this analysis, themethod is similar to the Cage analysis, but eight compo-
nents were selected using trial and error. Instead of a short excerpt of the piece,
however, the entire first section (i.e., the first 4 minutes) of the composition was
analyzed.
Using the code from B.0.2, the audio recording of Partiels (Grisey, 1981)
was converted from stereo to mono. Then it was transformed into the time-
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Figure 3.9: A comparison between an E2 Trombone note attack elon-
gated via time stretching (below), and the first component from
a eight-component PLCA spectral decomposition, containing
similar timbres consisting of string bass, low brass, which re-
peatedly articulate the fundamental (above). The striking con-
nect between the two waveforms is the congruent periodicities
of the amplitudes.
frequency domain using the STFT function with a 2048 sample window and
1024 sample hop. Using the PLCA2d algorithm, components were extracted
using overlap-add re-synthesis (George and Smith 1992).
As expected, the frequency content matched closely with the spectral infor-
mation in the trombone sample. Surprisingly, a closer examination of the first
component containing the icon-like double-bass fundamental with the trom-
bone sample shows the structure of the first section was somehow tied to the
structure of the trombone sample, with amplitude peaks in the trombone sam-
ple. Using a basic re-sampling of the trombone sample, it was possible to dis-
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Figure 3.10: ”Partiels” by G. Grisey, rehearsal number 12, page 14 (Grisey
1975).
cover the right phase pattern for two tracks. This suggests that Grisey used the
amplitude information as well as the spectral information to inform structure in
themusic. Taking the periodic structure analysis described above further, the re-
mainder of the components were examined, and it was noticed that Grisey used
these periodic waves to emphasize different parts of the original spectral infor-
mation over time, shown by the solid boxed areas, and gradually bring every-
thing into phase. The dotted-line boxes show the most dramatic of these offsets,
which occur between the first and sixth components. This continues until every
single component eventually comes into phase at rehearsal letter 12, shown in
Figure 3.10. Analysis of the score also suggests that Grisey wanted very exact
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Figure 3.11: An expanded analysis of Figure 3.9. Shown here are six of the
eight PLCA extracted components. The null track is the E2
trombone, while the first component is the articulated funda-
mental. The remaining components contain partials from the
original trombone analysis used by Grisey.
timings for events, with seconds and finite duration markings on every page.
This makes for a compelling argument that Grisey made every attempt to struc-
ture the music around the source material, and with latent component analysis,
it is possible to see the detail in the underlying periodic mechanisms correlated
to the audio source material.
3.5 Summary
This chapter suggests music audio is a mixture of interdependent events. When
music events are sufficiently independent, components can be extracted that re-
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flect distinctive sound and music objects. The methods and the historical prece-
dent for these techniques were discussed, with particular examples in spectral
music, and the theories of Pierre Schaeffer concerning sound objects, music ob-
jects, and magnets in music audio (Schaeffer 1967).
The latter half of the chapter examined the primary algorithm used in this dis-
sertation (i.e., PLCA) with respect to digital musicology, and latent structure
analyses were conducted on pieces by John Cage and Ge´rard Grisey.
In both cases, latent structure analysis using the PLCA2d algorithm pro-
duced newways of interpreting themusical content and design. Specifically, the
Cage decomposition raises questions about how timbre operates in the Sonatas
and Interludes for Prepared Piano. The Grisey analysis demonstrates that deeper
connections exist between the periodic structure of the music and the trombone
audio signal cited as a source material for the piece.
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CHAPTER 4
GROOVE RETRIEVAL INMUSIC AUDIO DATABASES
Latent structure is now examined in a macro-analysis using a groove retrieval
task. Consider first the following characterization: Western popular music of-
ten has a repetitive or quasi-repetitive percussive background called a groove.
The instruments or sounds assigned to this role typically are quite limited and
include a bass or kick drum sound with a low center frequency, a center mid-
frequency noise burst that can be an acoustic or synthesized snare drum, and
a high-frequency bright high-hat cymbal that is also either acoustic or synthe-
sized. There is, of course, great variation in these basic sounds, yet it is argued
here that timbre channels are a phenomenon that forms as a result of consistent
information. In other words, while the music may change considerably, the
instruments in the percussive backgrounds are usually static and consistent in
their spectral template. This suggests that these sounds occupy three special
cases of timbre channels that occupy three general regions in the average hu-
man frequency spectrum (i.e., 25—19,000 Hz). Given these assumptions, it is
hypothesized that rhythm patterns are contextualized by timbre, and similarity
in real-world rhythm depends on some generalized notion of timbre.
4.1 Basic Properties of Rhythm in the Signal Domain
Knowledge about signal-level transforms is essential for understanding rhythm
in music audio because the components, like those discussed in chapter 3,
are extracted from features generated by these methods. Common transforms
include the following: (a) FFT, (b) STFT, and (c) Center-Q Fourier ransform
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(CQFT). Specifically, understanding the effects of the transform parameters
were critical to the rhythm experiments presented in this chapter.
STFT is a standard method for extracting rhythmic information from a mu-
sical signal. Unlike FFT (Equation 4.1), which does not encode change in fre-
quency over time, the STFT rectifies this issue by employing a time-limiting
windowed version of FFT (see 4.2). Modifying FFT to include windowing
means that the STFT can be used to encode temporal events. The FFT can be
expressed in the following way:




s(τ) · e−iωτdτ (4.1)
where sˆ(ω) is the Fourier Transform belonging to each continuous frequency
ω, i =
√
−1 and is known as the imaginary identity with the natural exponential
base e. This equation is modified to include frame segmentation by including
¯h(τ−t), s. th. ¯h(t) is the complex conjugate of thewindow function. This inclusion





s(τ) · ¯h(τ − t) · e−iωτdτ (4.2)
In STFT, the h(t) time scale, unlike the continuous time scale in the FFT, is
independent of the harmonic number f = τ, and the window function is the
same for all harmonic components. This means that when the STFT is assumed
to be discrete it is also assumed that all harmonic components will be in ratio
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with h(t). The net effect of this assumption is that blurring will occur if the
frequencies for a given window do not match the harmonic ratio within the
time scale h(t). To mitigate the effects of blurring, a probability density envelope
is applied over the basis function and can be selected based on the preference of
the user. Typical functions of this type include the Gaussian window, Hamming
window, or Blackman-Hamming windows, respectively. The non-continuous
block version of the STFT, shown in Equation 4.3, is the form used in digital




s(n) · h(mRA − n) · e
− j2pink
N (4.3)
This function can be modified to compute the root mean square average







For each block m of the STFT, the RMS-Average is computed for all s bins and
results in the vector S with M number of frame samples, and the RMS-Average
over all frequency bins captures the percussiveness of the mixture for M bins.
This method was first introduced by Scheirer (1996) in order to analyze meter
and rhythm. Figure 4.1 illustrates the difference between rhythm articulated as
waveform amplitude and RMS-Average across STFT frames. It also illustrates
that rhythm content is observable from both the waveform and the STFT-RMS
envelope plots by changes in energy over time. The STFT-RMS simplifies the
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Figure 4.1: The opening of Dance With Me showing the rhythm repre-
sented as waveform amplitude (below) and STFT-RMS enve-
lope across STFT frames (above).
rhythmic content of the waveform by representing a magnitude-only form of
the rhythmic information.
What should also be apparent is the lack of information required to iden-
tify the sources that created these rhythmic events. These representations are
mixtures in which the information identifying how different sources contribute
to percussive events is unknown. To solve the analysis for mixtures of sources
in audio, source separation techniques can be employed to determine patterns
in frequency-time and envelope-time spaces to produce independent compo-
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nents. It is the aim of latent rhythm stream analysis to use source-separated
components as representations of elements belonging to sub-mixtures.
4.1.1 Rhythmic Information in Source Separated Components
Interest in spectral decomposition exploded in music information research over
the past 10 years, with recent, notable examples including GAP-NMF (Hoffman
et al. 2010), and IS-PLCA (Weiss et al. 2010). The previous application of source-
separation techniques addressing rhythm inMIRmainly centered around audio
classification and beat tracking (Tsunoo et al. 2009), tempo estimation (Chordia
and Rae 2009, Woodruff et al. 2006), and most predominantly in drum and mu-
sic transcription applications (Gillet and Richard 2008, Plumbley et al. 2007, ?),
and rhythm analysis (Barry et al. 2005, Orife et al. 2001).Source separation is
used in these applications to un-mix sources and improve information retrieval
or processing, an assumption shared by the groove retrieval system discussed
here.
For all of the retrieval experiments mentioned above, the stages of process-
ing require reconstruction of components into audio, with the exception of IS-
PLCA, which directly analyzes components to perform segmentation estima-
tion. Groove retrieval using timbre channels differs from these other systems
because analysis and similarity measurements come directly from the compo-
nents. Using source separation for the purpose of un-mixing sources appears
to be based on the assumption that performing analysis on audio reconstructed
from components is equivalent to performing analysis on non-source-separated
audio.
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"Dance With Me" Source Separated Audio Using PLCA
Figure 4.2: A plot of four reconstructed audio segments extracted from the
songDanceWithMe using PLCA. The x-axis is time in seconds,
and the y-axis is amplitude.
Figure 4.2 illustrates reconstructed audio using PLCA components extracted
from the previous musical example, Dance With Me. Convolving these recon-
structed audio segments results in a mixture that is equivalent or identical to
the original mixture. This is the same way an inverse FFT or inverse STFT will
produce the original audio processed by the FFT and STFT transforms.
Compare the reconstructed audio representation in Figure 4.2 to the non-
reconstructed temporal components shown in Figure 4.3. The main difference
between the two is that the frequency components are left out and only the
change in magnitude over time remains. It is equivalent, in a sense, to the RMS-
STFT rhythmic content shown in Figure 4.1, except Figure 4.1 represents a mix-
ture, while Figure 4.2 is a set of elements belonging to that mixture. The mixture
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"Dance With Me" Source Separated Temporal Components Using PLCA
 
 
Figure 4.3: A plot of temporal components extracted from the song
”Dance With Me” using Probabilistic Latent Component Anal-
ysis (PLCA), where the x-axis is time in seconds, and the y-axis
is magnitude.
paradigm forms the foundation of groove retrieval (see Section 4.2.3).
Probability Distributions of Rhythmic Envelopes
Figure 4.4 illustrates the sub-plots of source-separated components extracted
from an audio sample of the Amen Break. The left column shows the frequency
w marginals, while the right column shows the temporal envelope h marginals.
The rows correspond to bass drum, high-hat cymbal, and snare. Each compo-
nent set of w and h components is distinctive from the other set, and the content
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of each h component is fairly consistent to a particular envelope shape. There-
fore, it can be hypothesized that if there is a correlation between components
from different songs with similar shapes then there will be correlations between
rhythmic patterns.
4.2 ISHKUR Groove Retrieval Experiment
Information retrieval experiments are a standard way to measure the perfor-
mance of MIR models because they require the identification of relevant items
and the relative similarity of these items. This identification is made using dis-
tance metrics (e.g., Euclidean distance) (Foote et al. 1997) or by clustering ex-
tracted features, such as MFCCs (Casey et al. 2008).
The central objective of the retrieval tasks described in this section was to
retrieve cross-timbral rhythm patterns extant in sub-mixtures, that is, a groove.
Grooves can be thought of as the percussive-rhythmic content in a song that pro-
vides a reoccurring or semi-reoccurring background that ties together the musi-
cal material on the surface. These sub-mixtures can be remixed into songs in a
variety of ways, ranging from audio transformations to complete re-sequencing.
Another important aspect of grooves is their persistent reuse in different
songs across different genres. DJs, song makers, and producers often use sam-
ples of grooves, or break beats that are popular in dance genres, to reference
specific styles and artists. Among the most famous and widely-used samples
are the “Funky Drummer” (Brown 1969), “Amen Break” (Winstons 1969), “Big


















































































4 PLCA Components for the Amen Break by The Winstons
Figure 4.4: The source separated components from PLCA of the Amen
Break. The frequency components (left column) have sub-plots
consisting of spectral features, with the x-axis in frequency
(Hz) and the y-axis in dB. The temporal components (right col-
umn) have sub-plots consisting of temporal envelopes inwhich
the x- axis is time in seconds, and the y-axis is the RMS val-
ues corresponding to the signal magnitude of similar sources.
However, as stated at the beginning of this chapter, doing so
proved to be unsuccessful, either by classifying the w compo-
nents, or by classifying the MFCC features derived from the
components themselves. Instead, a Global-PLCA method was
proposed in Qingyuan et al. (2011) aimed at extracting com-
ponents that shared features consistent across an entire collec-
tion of songs. It was this method that ultimately beat the preci-




To summarize, the cross-genre aspect of grooves combined with a variety
of transformations of the original samples makes groove retrieval a sufficiently
hard similarity problem, but it lends itself to a latent structure approach. The
sections that follow outline the methods and results of groove retrieval per-
formed on the 1138 song ISHKUR dataset.
4.2.1 Overview of Bregman Groove Retrieval Implementation
The groove retrieval experiments were first written in Matlab, but following
subsequent revisions, it was ultimately decided that a new implementation in
Python was necessary as a result of the increasing complexity of the data struc-
tures. This complexity was, in part, a result of the fundamental aspects of the
data, including track length and sampling rate. The system itself also increased
the complexity of the system. For every window from a song segment, there
were three components (i.e.,w,h, z) for every ρ extracted sources. This means
there are 3 components per frame of analysis, creating a ρ! combinatorial re-
lationship between the number of sources and the possible ways the sources
could correlate to other sources.
These factors precipitated the need for a more sophisticated source separa-
tion method and a faster, more robust analysis system. This need culminated
in two important contributions: (a) Bregman MIR library by Michael Casey
and (b) the Global-PLCA algorithm (Qingyuan et al. 2011) presented in sec-
tion 4.2.3. The process of managing MIR experiments is complex, and the Breg-
man library provides experimental stages that interface with the AudioDB C
framework and is open and accessible as an online Python library that can be
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downloaded (Casey). Three general stages of processing are required to run the
following experiments:
• Generate keys: For a given set of audio files, generate unique keys, and if
possible, correspond keys with ground-truth information.
• Extract features:A specified chain of pre-processing and processing on au-
dio files, which can range from one feature to n features.
• Evaluate results: Using a range of different methods, including distance
measures, clustering, etc. these associated functions generate a set of re-
sults that can then be analyzed using standard information retrieval mea-
sures.
Another advantage of using AudioDB is the built-in record-keeping system
that enables all features to be automatically saved as sessions. This allows the re-
searcher to quickly move forward without the risk of losing data. For these rea-
sons, this library was selected as the superior choice for evaluating the groove
retrieval experiment.
4.2.2 Method
The ISHKUR Data Set
A dataset was prepared consisting of 1138 song excerpts from the Ishkur Elec-
tronic Music Guide (Doe 2010). The excerpts range from 3 seconds to 90 sec-
onds. This particular dataset was selected according to the following criteria:
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• Audio tracks containing identifiable rhythmic beats or grooves.
• A wide range of stylistic content across many genres of music.
• Audio quality reflective of online databases.
• Accessible to researchers as a free online download.
Ground-Truth Collection Methods
The ground-truth requirements for this experiment involved having listeners
identify grooves from the ISHKUR dataset. These similarity listening lists were
compiled by two expert musicians: (a) the author, who has more than 15 years
of composition and performance experience (from this point on identified as
Listener I) and (b) Amir Sa’id, a professional DJ from New York City named
(identified as Listener II). Both listeners were asked to independently evaluate
all the songs in the database and decide on a personal strategy for sorting the
song excerpts into groups based on similarity of groove. For simplicity, groove
similarity was restricted to one selection per track. In situations where listeners
encounteredmore than one groove in a given song excerpt–either in sequence or
as amixture–theywere asked to select themost obvious or predominant groove.
Figure 4.5 shows the interface created in the interactive visual programming
environment Max 5 each listener used to sort the categories. One category, the
non-beat category, was provided in order to identify tracks that contained no
percussive material from relevant tracks. While this was not set up to be a per-
ceptual experiment, the listeners choose their own categories in order to miti-
gate the effect of forced-choice selection of categories because categorical simi-
larity can be greatly influenced by arbitrary constraints (Marcel 1983).
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Figure 4.5: The evaluation interface used by expert listeners to sort the
ISHKUR dataset into categories by groove.
The two expert listeners completed the dataset markup in 3 weeks, and in
that time, they did not discuss the category assignments or any particular de-
tails about the content of the song segments. The genre categories were not
available either, with the rationale that prior categorizations might influence the
track category assignments. As mentioned earlier, the only provided category
was non-beat. Listener II did not follow this instruction, however, and instead
used the non-beat category to note anything, percussive or otherwise, that was
not relevant. Aside from this detail, using a basic set intersection between the
two ground-truth markups, four shared categories were identified between Lis-
tener I and Listener II and subsequently identified as the areas of interest in the
following retrieval experiments.
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Data Set Content and Organization
The dataset was compiled from a freely available compressed file containing
examples from the Ishkur Electronic Music Guide (Doe, 2010). The clips range
between > 3 seconds and < 40 seconds, with the lowest sampling rates at 11,050
Hz and the highest at 44,100 Hz. All clips were treated with pre-processing
using Audacity (2011), which converted the stereo tracks to mono, audio levels
were normalized, and sampling rates were converted to 44,100 Hz.
All audio clips were organized into 183 folders in the dataset, correspond-
ing to the genre categories on the Ishkur Electronic Music Guide website. These
categories ultimately proved impossible to work with because some genre files
contained only one clip, while other files contained up to 10 clips. Instead, an
evaluation tool was devised to help the expert listeners determine groove cate-
gories without prior knowledge of these genres.
Category Attributes from Expert Listeners
The two listeners did not have access to the genre information while mark-
ing; therefore, they were asked to provide their own interpretations of cat-
egories based on groove similarity (i.e., with the simple question “Which of
these grooves are similar to one another?”). The following tables show the self-
described categories by both listeners and the number of song elements in each
category, ranked from highest number to lowest number of song excerpts per
category.
Each listener was further asked to provide a description of the groove con-
tent observed for each category identified in the sorting task. It is interesting
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Table 4.1: Listener I Self-Assigned Groove Categories
Groove Category Number of Songs











Non-Break Trance Beats 28
Triplet-Polyrhythmic 15
Short-Short-Long 15
to note that Listener I tended toward classifications based on rhythm similar-
ity, while Listener II based similarity as much or more on timbre than rhythm
content. A complete list of these descriptions can be found in Appendix C.
Figure 4.6 shows the proportion of songs per category over the whole dataset
selected by Listener I, while Figure 4.7 show the proportions for Listener II. It
is interesting to note that Listener IIs largest category of songs was the not rel-
evant (labeled as non-beat) category, and the largest proportion of songs across
the relevant categories in both listeners markup were more general than the cat-
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Figure 4.6: Listener-identified groove categories selected by Listener I.
Figure 4.7: Listener-identified groove categories selected by Listener II.
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Table 4.2: Listener II Self-Assigned Groove Categories




Drum n’ Bass/Grime 132
Boom Bap/East Coast 57
Miami Bass 48




Elec. Drum Machine 4
Breakbeat 3
egories with fewer song excerpts. This suggests one of two possibilities: (a)
some grooves are more generic than other grooves or (b) certain genres greatly
influence the specificity of classification. It is worth noting that it is most likely
an amalgamation of the two effects, at least in the case of this dataset markup.
In order to pursue a testable hypothesis with regard to groove identification,
two different strategies were taken (see section 4.2.5). The first strategy was to
test each of the listeners categories individually, and the second strategy was
to take the set intersection between both markups, select the best matching in-
tersections between both listeners, and consider these categories the similarity
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Table 4.3: Top Three Categories in Set Intersection between Listeners
Listener I Category textbfListener II Category Number of Song Intersections
Techno Techno Beats 141
FunkDiscoHouse House 114
Drum Chatter Drum n’ Bass/Grime 50
space for the experiment. Table 4.2.2 shows the top three categories that inter-
sect between the two expert listeners. Notice genre or sub-genre labels. This
might suggest that certain genres have more consistent grooves across many
different songs, or some music genres are better defined by their groove content
than by other musical features.
To summarize, two listeners were asked to sort song excerpts into categories
of their choosing. These categories were expected to reflect the groove content
of the tracks. In addition to providing a categorical choice for each excerpt, they
were asked to give each category a name and description. Three categories had
the highest set intersection between the two listeners: (a) Techno, (b) House,
and (b) Drum n Bass.
Baseline Criterion
The Scheirer (1996) sub-band decomposition via comb-filter technique was
used to extract the pulse or tactus. Constant-Q Fourier Transform and Constant-
Q Fourier Transform PLCA separated outputs were compared in a series of ex-
periments on a synthetic dataset consisting of randomly generated beat patterns
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synthesized into three rhythm streamswith timbre characteristics that emulated
a high-hat cymbal, snare, and kick drum. When mixed together, they formed
the equivalent of a synthetic break-beat groove. Each of the 100 patterns was
then called ground-truth patterns that corresponded to a set of variant patterns
reflecting random incremental changes to the original patterns (i.e., one beat
changed, then two).
4.2.3 Retrieval by Groove: Application of Timbre Channels to
Rhythm Analysis
Retrieval by groove generally describes a process for extracting sub-mixtures
consisting of grooves belonging to music tracks and comparing them using Eu-
clidean distance metrics, a common method for measuring similarity. The basic
procedure of the model is explained below.
Pre-Processing
The ISHKUR dataset was preprocessed using unix batch scripts in which each
mp3 track was converted to a .wav file and converted to a 44,100 Hz sampling
rate for consistency across all tracks because mp3 sampling rates vary between
11025 Hz and 44100 Hz. PLCA computes component extraction on only mono
audio files; therefore, all audio was converted to mono and normalized to ac-
count for possible album effect (Downie 2008).
An STFT was then performed with a 92 ms window and 50 ms hop, fol-
lowed by a re-binning stage consisting of 12 constant-Q frequency bands per-
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Figure 4.8: Overview of the Bregman groove retrieval algorithm:
Hierarchical-PLCA extracts consistent with global timbre
channels using a multistage PLCA decomposition. The timbre
channels are evaluated and given a probability weight ,
which is used to weight similarity in the final Euclidean or
Bhattacharyya-Euclidean distances between the target track
and all other songs in the dataset.
octave. Then a log magnitude and inverse discrete cosine transform was per-
formed (Abdallah and Plumbley 2004) by applying a lifter that yielded 10 cep-
stral coefficients starting at the second. The features were then inverted back
to a linear amplitude constant-Q spectrum to make the features separable for
PLCA analysis (Qingyuan et al. 2011).
Rhythm Extraction Process
The problem of correlating global components was encountered early in this
research. Take a simple example: Audio track A has many instrumental sources
(i.e., orchestra, vocals, and drums), and track B has only vocals, guitar, and
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drums. Even with the correct component estimation, which is highly unlikely
in an unsupervised context, how does one know which tracks correlate to one
another?
In the initial design of the groove retrieval system, unsupervised and super-
vised clustering algorithms were used to find a correspondence between PLCA
components. However, the use of clustering in this process proved unwieldy
as a result of propagating errors from inaccurate clustering, possibly resulting
from the wide variability of the content in each component. Moreover, PLCA
was used with fixed-rank decomposition parameters, which again might have
contributed to the propagation of errors from clustering by decreasing any con-
sistency between the PLCA components.
Hierarchical Probabilistic Latent Component Analysis (H-PLCA)
A new method called Hierarchical-PLCA (H-PLCA) was proposed to recon-
cile the correspondence problem in the latent component extraction of an au-
dio dataset (Qingyuan et al. 2011). This method used a three-level hierarchical
iterative analysis requiring two types of priors: (a) an entropic prior and (b) a
Dirichlet prior. The model uses the entropic prior to measure the contribution
of components at each of the three hierarchical levels. The Dirichlet prior is then
employed at the final stage of extraction to adapt the local features in each track
to the global basis features. The following describe the stages of H-PLCA:
• Stage I Local W-Step: Per-Track PLCA Decomposition
• Stage II Global W-Step: Universal Latent Spectral decomposition on all
W Components across all tracks
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• Stage III Local H-Step: Per-Track Amplitude-Time, H, component extrac-
tion using the universal basis distributions
The goal of this implementation is to extract consistent, globally contextu-
alized timbre channels (Qingyuan et al. 2011). H-PLCA with timbre channels
solves three important problemswith previousmethods: (a) the rank estimation
problem for global component extraction, (b) finding correspondence between
components, and (c) removing the requirement to train data for clustering. In
essence, this method provides a way to access timbre channels contextualized
by the surrounding data, or what is sometimes referred to as a context simi-
larity measure (Jeh and Widom 2002). Timbre channels in this context emulate
aspects of streaming from Bregman’s auditory objects described in chapter 2.
Similar to auditory streams, timbre channels extracted from a song database
present consistent and repetitive spectral information that enables a listener to
make reliable associations between one stream and another stream.
4.2.4 Timbre-Rhythm Similarity
To compute rhythm similarity, the rhythmdistancemethodwas used (Qingyuan
et al. 2011). This method can be defined in a probabilistic framework as
the Bhattacharyya-Euclidean distance function between two tracks, i and j,
where the Euclidean distance between two latent time-amplitude distributions
( ˆP(i)(t|l), ˆP( j)(t|l)) are calculated, weighted by the prior probabilities of each time-
amplitude distribution ( ˆP(i)(l) ˆP( j)(l)):
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method prec 1 − 3 prec 1 − 5 prec 1 − 10
Subband dAvg 0.45 0.31 0.19
Subband dRhythm 0.24 0.23 0.17
H-PLCA dAvg 0.48 0.34 0.22
H-PLCA dRhythm 0.50 0.36 0.23
Table 4.4: Groove retrieval for sub-band andH-PLCA amplitude-time fea-
tures using Euclidean average distance and the Joint Timbre-
Rhythm Similarity Measure.
dRhythm(i, j) = 1 −
∑l=L




ˆP(i)(l) ˆP( j)(l) − dEuc( ˆP(i)(t|l), ˆP( j)(t|l))
}
∑l=L
l=1 exp( ˆP(i)(l) ˆP( j)(l))
(4.5)




p(x)q(x) was used in the rhythm distance measure to account for the rela-
tive weights or contributions of the prior ˆP(i)(l) of the timbre channels to themix-
ture of timbre channels. This form was used because lower-energy timbre chan-
nels will have less effect on similarity between two grooves than higher energy
timbre channels. The impetus for this design choice comes from research (Kung
et al. 2011) that examined the effects of stress and accent on listener judgments
of rhythm similarity.
4.2.5 Results
Figure 4.4 shows the rhythm similarity measure for groove retrieval produced
the best overall precision, with the average Euclidean distance performing
slightly worse but still better than either sub-band method (Qingyuan et al.
2011). The sub-band method with rhythm weighting performed considerably
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worse than the average Euclidean distance, suggesting the sub-bands increased
confusion in the feature distances in the weighted form. This observation fol-
lows the design intuition behindH-PLCA becauseH-PLCAprovides an implicit
similarity heuristic in the timbre channel selection process. In other words, the
sub-band method generates at a similarity space, whereas the H-PLCA method
produces a context-based similarity space with reduced background noise.
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CHAPTER 5
LATENT STRUCTURE ANALYSIS FORMUSIC COMPOSITION
Spectrally decomposed features can be used to produce novel music (Casal
and Casey 2010, Osetinsky 2010). While the techniques for source separation
have been available for more than 12 years, the non-scientific use of spectral
decomposition algorithms has received little attention until recently (Casey and
Westner 2000). This lack of interest may be the result of limited access to these
algorithms by artists and the general lack of interest in the MIR and signal pro-
cessing communities to explore non-scientific applications. Although it may be
argued that spectral decomposition is not an intuitive process, it is suggested in
this dissertation that the process is intuitive.
The characterization of spectral decomposition techniques as source separa-
tion leads to misconceptions about what the algorithms actually do and how
the parameters affect the process. For this reason, section 5.1 explains how the
parameters affect the compositional results in the featured algorithm, PLCA. In
the following section, four works employing PLCA are described in order of
their first performances. Each work manipulates components differently, but
they all use components to articulate specific and recognizable characteristics of
the original audio samples at important moments in the compositions.
5.1 A Spectral Decomposition Repertoire
The PLCA2d algorithm used in the current version of SoundSplitter can ex-
tract fixed, recurring patterns in frequency and amplitude. These components
retain a qualitatively higher level of the original structure of the audio than non-
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pattern extraction methods (e.g., bandpass filtering, spectral frequency decom-
position, or phase-vocoder decomposition). The following sections discuss five
works employing these techniques in the order of their first performances.
5.1.1 Strange Charmed, by Michael Casey and Simon Atkinson
Strange Charmed Strange-Charmed (1999) is the earliest spectral decomposition-
based composition, and the composers Casey and Atkinson used an indepen-
dent subspace analysis (ISA) of spectrogram data (M. Casey 1999, Casey and
Westner 2000). The source material for this work is derived from natural sound
recordings captured on a visit to Cambodia. The decomposed sources are re-
combined in a way that draws on the legacy of musique concrete, which was pi-
oneered by Schaeffer in Paris in 1948 (Kim-Cohen 2009). Aesthetically, the work
draws on the dissociation from the original sources using grain-like presenta-
tions of the sources, but what emerges is, in effect, different timbral streams of
continuity. As the work progresses, the sources become more distinctive, iden-
tifying themselves as exotic birds, insects, and flowing water. The process of
revealing–a common trope in the works presented here—supplies the context
for the disassociated sounds heard at the beginning of the piece.
5.1.2 Stratovinksy, by Paul Osentinksy
The concept behind Stratovinksy (Osentinsky 2010, Osetinsky 2010) the gradual
revealing of an important musical instance: the iconic, jaggedly repeating chord
from the “Omens of Spring: Dances of the Youths and Maidens” movement in
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Figure 5.1: Osentinksy components introduced one at a time, with the
misaligned components gradually aligned to bring the het-
erophony of asynchronous components into a state of order,
clearly revealing the source as Stravinskys iconic Rite of Spring
chord (Stravinsky 1989).
Igor Stravinskys famous Rite of Spring (1989). Using PLCA, 128 components
were extracted, temporally misaligned, and distributed in 16 virtual channels
across a quadraphonic array using sound spatialization. The layered compo-
nents gradually came into alignment over the course of several minutes, illus-
trated by the relationship illustrated in Figure 5.1. The effect of this process is
similar to seeing a blurred object slowly come into focus.
The component extraction was set at a relatively high parameter of 128, and
the composer introduced sound spatialization techniques because competition
between spatial and frequency queues has the tendency to create auditory il-
lusions, a concept borrowed from Bregmans (1994) ASA. While the component
separation in this piece is relatively simple and the Rite of Spring chord struggles
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throughout the work to realign, the result is particularly effective.
5.1.3 Decomposing Autumn, by David Plans Casal
Decomposing Autumn (Casal 2008a;b) examined live improvisation using audio
matching of an input signal from a custom-designed guitar, with components
extracted from Ligetis Autumn in Warsaw (2010). This work builds on Casals
previous work that combined audio database matching with music improvisa-
tion (Casal, 2008). The piece is innovative because it combines latent component
analysis with music information retrieval using audio matching. Casal later ex-
tended this concept to include crowd sourcing, in which people could visit a
website to add their own vocal or instrumental rendition of different resynthe-
sized components (Collins 2011).
5.1.4 Violine, by Spencer Topel
Violine (Topel 2010), a piece for solo violin and laptop, was, Stratovinksy, com-
posed to highlight and reveal musical structure. The source material for each
movement consisted of three short (i.e., 12 to 90 second) audio clips of J. S. Bachs
“Chaconne in D Minor” from Partita No. 2 for solo violin (see Figure 5.2). Do-
ing so preserved not only the composed structure explicit in the Bachs notation,
but also the timing and articulation supplied by the performer (e.g., rolling of
chords, chord voicing, and rubato).
The approach in this composition was two-fold: (a) use SoundSplitter to
perform a decomposition to isolate individual notes or pitch classes and (b) use
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Figure 5.2: Three sections used as source material (highlighted in red) for
Violine, from J.S. Bach’s “Chaccone in D Minor” for solo violin
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SoundSpotter to match a live violin signal directly to audio features analyzed
on the extracted component database (Casey 2011), which is similar to the tech-
niques used by Casal and Casey (2010). The basic function of SoundSpotter en-
ables pitch and timbre characteristics to be matched, both of which were used
in Violine. By using SoundSplitter and SoundSpotter, the compositional ma-
terial becomes a combination of the composers intentions and the performers
interpretation, similar to the pieces discussed in Casey (2009).
The component decomposition parameter was critical in the pre-
composition phase of this piece. An eight-component decomposition proved
to be effective for extracting clear, well-formed sounding components. A mu-
sical score was then written using the analysis provided by the SoundSplitter
decomposition. A recent version of SoundSpotter as a VST plug-in provided an
immediate and interactive way to match the sounds of the live violin, result-
ing in a near-seamless counterpoint between the extracted components and the
composition.
5.1.5 Intersecare, by Spencer Topel
Intersecare (2011) extends the concept of Violine across the entire collection of
Bach Cello Suites. Inspired by the drawing (after Sleeper 06 by Chloe Piene)
shown in Figure 5.3, with its strand-like fragility intersecting in often-dramatic
ways, this work attempts to build shape using similarly limited and sparse
means (Topel 2011b).
Feature matching in the form of pitch-timbre matching using SoundSpotter
allowed the performer to activate and then musically respond to emergent pat-
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Figure 5.3: “after Sleeper 06” by Chloe Piene. Charcoal on vellum. 43.75
x 34 inches, courtesy the artist.
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terns in resynthesized components. Furthermore, the unique timing of the per-
formance provided rich variation in micro-timing information, creating a sense
of undulating forms that echoes concepts described in (Beaudoin 2009).
Like Violine, an eight to ten component decomposition was sufficient for
extraction. Figure 5.4 shows the first page of the score. Here the player has
the choice of navigating different pathways through specific pitch material
that overlaps with that of the components. There is inherent rhythm in each
strain (Osetinsky 2010), and as a result, the performer is required to imitate the
rhythm while articulating the pitch structure by moving between the different
pathways indicated in themusic notation in a structured-improvisation fashion.
Like Violine, eight to ten component decomposition was sufficient for ex-
traction. Figure 5.4 shows the first page of the score. Here the player has the
choice of navigating different pathways through specific pitch material that
overlaps with that of the components. Since there is inherent rhythm within
each “strain” (Osetinsky 2010), the performer is required to imitate the rhythm,
while articulating the pitch structure bymoving between the different pathways
indicated in the music notation in a structured-improvisation fashion.
5.1.6 Elementary Sources, by Spencer Topel
Elementary Sources (Topel 2011a, Topel and Casey 2011b) examines the different
roles of correlated timbral features in a single source. In other words, unlike the
previous works described above, the source material is recognizable through-
out the work. The independent component analysis was, in essence, a timbral
separation because the PLCA algorithm was used not to decimate the sounds
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Figure 5.4: The first two sections of intersecare, where each line represents
a different set of resynthesized components, and the ligatures
between the indicated pitches are pathways generatingmotivic
cells. The boxed letters are the activation pitches for a given
line.
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Figure 5.5: Each horizontal row corresponds to an extracted component,
where the left-hand side of the figure shows the transcriptions
to music notation, and the right-side shows the plots of the
H and W decompositions per-component. From top to bot-
tom: 1)A transient-laden component over the relative duration
of a whole-note, where the peaks represent loud articulations
and the troughs are equivalent to pianissimo. 2) A clean bell-
partial, 3)“wobbling” of the bell-halve settling on the concrete.
4) Cement “click,” articulated by a near-pitchless pizzicato near
the bridge of the instrument.
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into unrecognizable objects, but to decompose the audio into different timbral
objects that contribute to the identity of the original source.
The movement described in this dissertation was written using a single au-
dio recording of brass bell-halves dropped on concrete. PLCA was used to ex-
tract components related to different events segregated by timbre, which in-
cluded cement clicks caused when the metal hit the ground, inharmonic par-
tials from the metal as the bell-halves rang, and the oscillation, or wobbling,
of the halves as they came to rest on the cement. Different component extrac-
tion parameters were explored, and the components were resynthesized and
auditioned. Through trial and error, an eight-component extraction was identi-
fied as the best sounding results. Additional experimentation with component
re-synthesis included creating hybrid components that had cross-characteristics
with the three categories described above. Specifically, the h and w components
from PLCA were swapped with one another to extend the timbral palette with-
out adding new material.
A central idea across the entire work was to acoustically synthesize a spe-
cific audio sample, like the bell-halves, with an entirely different set of sources,
such as a string quartet. This is not unlike the concept Ge´rard Grisey (1975) pre-
sented in his landmark work Partiels, in which he describes the concept of using
the orchestra for the purpose of macro-synthesis. In this macro-synthesis, each
instrument of the orchestra contributes specific time and frequency information
rather than distinctive sections and instrumental motives.
Two methods were explored to determine the best way for the four acoustic
instruments to perform the different extracted components. First, a notation for
each component was devised to best articulate the timbre content, described in
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section 5.5. Second, audio samples were provided for the performers to audition
the sounds for themselves in order for them to determine the execution of these
components.
The two methods proved to work better in combination than in isolation be-
cause the notation provided a starting point and the quality of the playback of
the components was high enough to provide additional information for each
performer. With the basic elements of the bell-halves translated to the quartet,
it was now possible to use a combination of live electronics and sample play-
back to achieve a fairly close relationship between the sampled sources and the
acoustic instruments. The result was the creation of an interstitial space between
the bell samples and their transcriptions where relationships in the composi-
tional materials were a subsequent outgrowth of the timbral features from the
original bell-halve sources.
5.2 Summary
This chapter presents recent compositions using the PLCA2d algorithm encap-
sulated in a tool for composition and improvisation called SoundSplitter (Topel
and Casey 2011b). The control of timbral reference is a striking similarity among
these works, specifically, the control used to reveal or obscure the sources in
terms of their morphological archetypes (Thoresen and Hedman 2007). How-
ever, each composer discussed above demonstrated a different style of spec-
tral decomposition, suggesting the combination of such morphologies is highly
particular to the source audio and the structures in the audio that interest the
composer.
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Another way these works differ from the spectromorphology paradigm is in
the preservation of the event structure. In particular, there is increased conti-
nuity with respect to the inherent component temporal structure, which is true
on the micro-level in Stratovinsky andDecomposing Autumn and at a higher level
in Strange Charmed and the works presented by the author. Inherent temporal
structure, as it relates to micro-timing (Beaudoin 2009), also extends the con-
cept of structure in spectralism because it captures correlated spectro-temporal
events across arbitrarily large time scales.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
6.1 Contributions
This dissertation examines the application of spectral decomposition in music
analysis and composition, and it is noted that the latent structure of music can
be accessed using a technique called PLCA. The idea of latent structure is con-
ceptualized in creative and research applications. In creative applications, la-
tent structure analysis is an extension of spectralist techniques because spec-
tral components and spectral decomposition components access low-level au-
ditory features and reveal correlations between reoccurring frequency and time
components. In research applications, latent structure is contextualized through
timbre channels and shows that relevant content is found in these channels and
information outside of these channels is noise. For the purpose of the groove re-
trieval used in the present study, a hierarchical version of PLCA called H-PLCA
revealed timbre channels containing background rhythmic information consis-
tent across all the tracks in a database. The contributions of this study include
the following:
• Latent structure sources: This dissertation claims there is a link between
spectralism and spectral decomposition. A technical and aesthetic lin-
eage with spectralism is intuitive because both spectral decomposition
and spectralism use sub-perceptual information in sound sources. Yet, it is
the access to reoccurring patterns that extends spectralist techniques. This
not only allows for new ways to produce music, but also to analyze it. As
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stated in chapter 1, access to repetition of spectral patterns means that time
scale and frequency scale manipulations are simply one of many options
because the temporal characteristics of source materials can be kept in tact.
The contrast between compositional approaches described in chapter 5 il-
lustrates this observation.
• Spectral decomposition contextualized by principles of unconscious lis-
tening: Using Bregmans (1994) ASA as a starting point, underlying traits
of primitive segregation are discussed with respect to spectral decompo-
sition. It is proposed that PLCA reveals more information than CASA
methods. Finally, it is argued that spectral decomposition reveals a pre-
cognitive layer of music information that is hidden from listeners.
• Latent structure analysis: Using PLCA as a reference, this study shows
that an earlier form of latent structure analysis has been used by spectral-
ist composers, such as Dufourt (1979), Schaeffer (1967), and Risset (Risset
andWessel 1982), to access sub-perceptual musical information. A general
framework for digital musicology-based analysis is proposed to address
challenges posed by analyzing such music with examples of two stud-
ies using latent structure analysis: (a) Partiels Pour 16 Ou 18 Musiciens by
Grisey and (b) the fourth interlude from Cages Sonatas and Interludes for
Prepared Piano.
• ISHKUR, a newly annotated dataset available to researchers: Rhythm
similarity contextualized by timbre defines a specific rhythmic back-
ground called a groove. A groove retrieval analysis with ground-truth
annotations (Qingyuan et al. 2011) was conducted on a dataset called
ISHKUR and reveals more information about timbre channels than sub-
band analysis.
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• Spectral decomposition analysis for composition, a repertoire: This
study has identified a small corpus of musical compositions that used
PLCA to access structure and compositional material. These compositions
span 10 years, and they illustrate innovations in component separation
tailored to specific goals in the compositions. In contrast to source sepa-
ration research, this study shows that rank estimation is an important free
parameter in the creative process, and the use of this parameter depends
on the context of the component extraction.
6.2 Future Work
The results of this study also have implications for future work:
• Utilizing shift-invariant spectral decomposition for creating music: The
decompositionmethods discussed in Chapter 5 use the non-shift-invariant
of PLCA. That is, the extracted components resemble fixed frequency in-
formation useful for accessing reoccurring spectral patterns that do not
move in the spectral domain, such as individual pitches or fixed percus-
sion timbres. Shift invariance allows for the extraction of patterns that
occur in pitched instruments and non-fixed percussion (e.g., marimba, xy-
lophone etc.)
• Improvement of component extraction methods: One of the most impor-
tant attributes of spectral decomposition is its ability to extract indepen-
dent features within the spectrum. All of the algorithmic tools discussed
in this dissertation operate on the assumption that the spectral features
belong to one component or another but are not shared between two com-
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ponents. Alternatives to PLCA use state-of-the-art statistical methods to
perform source separation and allow exchangeability of features.
Several directions for the application of shift-invariant PLCA in composition
and improved extraction techniques are identified below. A few of these meth-
ods are already being used in composition and research, while other methods
are speculative.
6.2.1 Scale and Shift-Invariant Spectral Decomposition
Non-shift-invariant PLCA is effective for decomposing consistently recur-
ring, fixed spectral shapes, such as single-pitch classes or percussive instru-
ments with fixed timbres. With sources with greater variation in timbral
behaviors, such as an orchestra or human voice, shift-invariant PLCA (SI-
PLCA) (Shashanka et al. 2007) or scale-invariant PLCA may be preferred (Hen-
nequin et al. 2011) because the SI-PLCA family of algorithms is designed to
handle the extraction of patterns that shift in the spectrum, for example, in-
struments such as the piano may have recognizable and consistent spectral and
amplitude profiles that shift in the spectrum as a result of a change in pitch. To
illustrate this, Figure 6.1 shows a spectrogram of the first 10 seconds of the song
Because by the Beatles.
Figure 6.2 illustrates a SI-PLCA decomposition. Unlike a PLCA component
extraction, the SI-PLCA components reflect the preservation of the instrumen-
tal scale consistent with the timbre of that instrument. In a PLCA extraction,
each note or pitch-class would be extracted as an independent component(see
section 3.2.1).
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Figure 6.1: The original spectrogram information for the song Because, by
the Beatles (Hennequin et al. 2011).
6.2.2 Future Directions in Spectral Decomposition Methods
A departure from techniques related to probabilistic spectral decomposition,
such as PLCA, are Non-Parametric spectral decomposition techniques, which
offer ways of extending spectral decomposition methods, either by introducing
ways of estimating components or by improving the quality of extracted com-
ponents.
Instead of startingwith amodel that assumes a fixed number of components,
(i.e. the number of marginals to extract, which in PLCA2d is a fixed parame-
ter), such models either start with a large number of components, and remove
redundant or non-contributing components below a fixed threshold (Hoffman
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Figure 6.2: An impulse distribution of semitone information extracted us-
ing SI-PLCA from the Beatles′ song Because (Hennequin et al.
2011).
et al. 2010) (Weiss and Bello 2010); or they start with a finite number of compo-
nents and provide constraint for the limit as the number of features approach
infinity (Griffiths and Ghahramani 2006).
6.3 Non-Linear Latent Structure Analysis
Another analysis method that aims to identify structure in music using spectral
features belongs to a family of techniques called concatenative synthesis. This
type of music processing is related to pitchsynchronous overlapped (PSOLA)
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speech synthesis. This system concatenates prerecorded speech phonemes with
perceptually based units constrained by spectral-match quality using the audio
features and temporal well-formedness of selected units. In essence, PSOLA
attempts to synthesize human-sounding speech. The musical equivalent of
PSOLA is Caterpillar (Schwartz 2004), one of the earliest systems to employ
concatenative synthesis techniques. The source database consisted of short au-
dio samples organized by pitch, range, and timbre. Using the well-formedness
constraints of concatenative synthesis, Caterpillar assembles sequences of sam-
ples based on the best matches to either a symbolic (notes) or synthesized audio
input file.
The first concatenative-based model to perform matching on sequences of
audio features was SoundSpotter, developed at the Mitsubishi Electronic Re-
search Laboratories in 2001 (Casey 2009). This first-generation SoundSpotter
was intended as an audio segment retrieval-by-similarity system and built on
the MPEG7 audio descriptor set and, like Caterpillar and Musaicing, was non-
real time. In 2003, a live audio input replaced the query selection tool in the first
SoundSpotter, and the new version of the system was able to run in real time.
Furthermore, instead of using a Didden Markov model to generate discrete
states, the newer system performed matching directly on audio features (Casey
2011; 2009).
With respect to latent analysis, SoundSpotter enables components to be
matche to an arbitrary input signal using timbre features. The implications of
this idea reach beyond the mosaic-like techniques discussed above and point to
ways that timbre can manipulated with a wide range of expressive possibilities,
as demonstrated in the compositions using SoundSpotter discussed in chap-
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ter 5. SoundSpotter can also be used to overcome problems, such as devising
a shift-variant PLCA, by simply collecting all linear PLCA2d components as a
single index of continuous audio and using the non-linearity of SoundSpotter
to access these components through some query or input signal.
Non-Parametric Methods: Gamma Process Nonnegative Matrix Factorization
The goal of a non-parametric spectral decomposition model is to circumvent
the problem of component estimation. Hoffman (2010) described a model called
gamma process nonnegative matrix factorization (GAP-NMF) that extends the
design of the signal model described by Abdallah and Plumbley (2004). Similar
to PLCA and previous spectral decomposition algorithms (i.e., the spectrogram
X = WZH), GAP-NMF replaces the diagonal Z with θ, which describes a hidden
vector of non-negative values where θl corresponds to the total amplitude or
gain of each component l. The GAP-NMFmodel then allows for a large number
of components L to be reduced down via a sparse prior on θ, which biases the
model keep only contributing components. This process is essentially the same
rationale behind IS-PLCA and H-PLCA. The main difference being that GAP-
NMF utilizes a generative process, paraphrased from Hoffman (2010):
Wml ∼ Gamma(a, a)
Hln ∼ Gamma(b, b)






where θ approximates an infinite sequence drawn from a gamma process
with an α shape parameter and inverse-scale parameter αc (Kingman 1993). As
Hoffman (2010) correctly pointed out, the Gamma process and Dirichlet process
are closely related, and when a gamma process is normalized by weighting its
atoms to 1, it is a Dirichlet process. A significant difference between this non-
parametric approach and IS-PLCA andH-PLCA is that the computational prob-
lem centers on the posterior inference and uses variational inference instead of
the EM algorithm (Hoffman 2010).
Priors on Amplitude-Time Components
In the hierarchical PLCA used for groove retrieval, timbre channel extraction
required adapting discovered W priors to local features (Qingyuan et al. 2011).
Alternatively, theremay beways of using H priors to perform rhythm and struc-
ture analysis, which is essentially how IS-PLCA uses h information to iteratively
determine segmentation boundaries (Weiss and Bello 2010).
Another approach using temporal priors would be envelope prediction and
matching, which means that instead of having global timbre channels across a
dataset there would be global envelope channels describing amplitude charac-
teristics. This could allow for more sophisticated temporal modeling using a
priori information for segmentation and frame alignment (Rhodes et al. 2006).
Clusters of Classes of Latent Features
A current statistical method called the Indian buffet process (IBP) could also
be used to make features exchangeable and inference tractable (Griffiths and
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Ghahramani 2006). The authors liken this behavior to analyzing sequential im-
ages, such as video, in which the more images that are presented, the more
objects are discernible in a given frame. A similar analogy can be made for ana-
lyzing music audio, either by a machine or a human listener. In this case, objects
are correlated according to time-frequency features that are either reinforced by
similar patterns that arise over some arbitrary amount of time or undermined by
the non-reinforcement of these patterns. The IBP model proposed by Griffiths
and Ghahramani (2006) starts with a few features and expands that number to-
ward infinity, which is different from other non-parametric Bayesian models for
music audio decomposition, notably GAP-NMF (Hoffman et al. 2010). GAP-
NMF starts with many components and reduces them to a few components.
IBP is attractive for music analysis because it retains maximal variation in the
combinations of features while permitting features to be shared across different
components.
Doshi-Velez and Ghahramani (2009) provided a better definition of sharing
components and proposed a hierarchical framework for IBP by evoking the
Dirichlet process (DP) and the Chinese restaurant process (CRP). The authors
pointed out that because DP and CRP are distributions on discrete and clus-
terable distributions (Teh et al. 2007) CRP can be represented in matrix form
by setting cnl = 1, if observation n belongs to cluster l. The IBP is a model in
which each observation is associated with Poisson(α) features. In the general
description of their model, DP-IBP draws C from a Chinese Restaurant Process







where given N total observations, the probability that a signal observation,
n, contains an active feature, k, is rkN , and where rk is the number of observations
currently using feature k. Building on the CRP analogy, the authors suggested
that instead of single dishes the dishes are drawn from meals, and different
meal combos share specific dishes (features). The dishes themselves are drawn
from some discrete base distribution, a method also used in PLCA to initialize
the algorithm. They argued that the combined properties of DP and IBP en-
sure DP-IBP is exchangeable over features and observations, something that is
impossible to do with PLCA2d.
The experimental results for DP-IBR include a series of toy problems exam-
ining the effectiveness of recovering features and clusters of these features. One
test of possible relevance was the synthetic block test. In this task, Doshi-Velez
and Ghahramani (2009) generated 700 images with 6x6 pixels. These images
contained four types of blocks, shown in the lower-left corner of Figure 6.3.
The experimenters then performed the synthetic block test using Gibbs sam-
pling (Carter and Kohn 1994) with the parameters described by Doshi-Velez
and Ghahramani (2009). The results show an accurate recovery of the underly-
ing features and cluster of features, with the Gibbs sampler quickly converging
near the true number of features and clusters.
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Figure 6.3: A result from a synthetic block experiment testing, where four
types of features and nine types of clusters were accurately
recovered using DP-IBP. The features and clusters recovered
from DP-IBP (top row), clearly match the underlying structure
(bottom row) (Doshi-Velez and Ghahramani 2009).
In audio, signal features cannot be hierarchically clustered, and this is the
null hypothesis for this model. However, there is evidence in the speech litera-
ture that it is possible to discover structure using hierarchical clustering meth-
ods similar to the method illustrated in 6.3, in particular, the Sticky HDP-HMM
model used to determine from the audio who is speaking when there are multi-




This dissertation examines music audio analysis, composition, and retrieval us-
ing spectral decomposition techniques. The results of a number of different
music analyses show that spectral decomposition methods may increase access
to latent structure (outlined in chapter 1). While there is still work needed in the
area of spectral decomposition algorithm design, current algorithms and com-
puting power can be meaningfully applied to a broader set of music-related
analysis tasks.
This investigation has also highlighted that the spectral decomposition of
music audio can be used for more than source separation. In addition, the re-
sults suggest there are connections to past ideas on the organization of sound
and spectral decomposition, previously discussed as timbre, specifically, in the
work of Schaeffer, spectralist composers Ge´rard Grisey, Tristan Murail, and
Hugues Dufourt, and the research of Jean-Claude Risset, the Bregman Music
Audio Research Studio, and the MIR and signal processing research communi-
ties.
It is possible to envision spectral decomposition methods evolving out
of state-of-the-art statistical methods (Doshi-Velez and Ghahramani 2009),
which would provide near-limitless access to correlated patterns in audio with
production-level quality. In lieu of these inevitable discoveries, the range of
applications with current techniques illustrated in this dissertation shows that
spectral decomposition is relevant to a much wider range of applications and





• Auditory Scene Analysis (ASA):The model of the human biological audi-
tory system proposed by Albert Bregman (Bregman 1994), which explains
how auditory processing occurs at different psychoacoustic stages.
• Computational Auditory Scene Analysis (CASA):A family of compu-
tational models designed to mimic ASA in Machine Learning applica-
tions (Shao and Wang 2008).
• Chinese Restuarant Process (CRP): A finite mixture model incorporating
exchangeability, where latent variables are distributed according to parti-
tions defined by a random process (Blei et al. 2004).
• Dirichlet Process(DP): Is a stochastic process used in models of data uti-
lizing Bayesian nonparametric frameworks. It is sometimes referred to as
a “distribution over distributions”, which means that each draw from a
Dirichlet process is itself a distribution (Teh 2007), and has been compared
to the Chinese Restaurant Process (Teh et al. 2006).
• Fast Fourier Transform (FFT): Used to acquire spectral content, with no
account for the temporal activation of events. It is represents frequency
content only, over a finite or infinite window of time. This transform is
essentially a histogram, with parameterized bin sizes designating the res-
olution of the spectrum.
• Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC): A robust timbre feature
that also captures event information, (e.g. rhythm), but is insensitive to
pitch. This method is often used to for copyright purpose because of its
ability to do highly-accurate recording matching (Mermelstein 1976).
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• Hierarchical Probabilistic Latent Component Analysis (H-PLCA): An it-
erative algorithm designed to extract a background model consisting of a
finite number of timbre channels. The hierarchical term refers to the pro-
cess by which global basis functions are fitted to local features (Topel and
Casey 2011b).
• Indian Buffet Process (IBP): A modification to the Chinese Restaurant
Process for the purpose of infinite mixture models. Indian Buffet Process
is itself a stochastic process that allows partitions of latent variables to
include partitions of “draws” of variables defined by a prior on infinite
matrices (Griffiths and Ghahramani 2006).
• Iterative Segmentation-PLCA (IS-PLCA): Another variant of PLCA, IS-
PLCA is designed with the intention that music has naturally-occurring
points of segmentation, (e.g. phrases, resets, etc.) (Weiss and Bello 2010).
• Probabilistic Latent Component Analysis (PLCA): Components can be
”extracted” from an audiomixture resulting in a representation that shares
correlated features between the frequency-time and amplitude-time do-
mains allowing for well-formed structure elements to be isolated, recom-
bined, etc. It is designed to operate on a magnitude-only time-frequency
representation, such as the magnitude- STFT (Shashanka et al. 2007).
• Probabilistic Latent Component Analysis Implimentation (PLCA2d):The
name of the implemented PLCA algorithm, PLCA2d, uses a 2 dimensional
kernel density estimation (Venables and Ripley 2002), to compute the cor-
relations between frequency and amplitude marginal probabilities for a
given component, described in (Shashanka et al. 2007).
• Non-NegativeMatrix Factorization (NMF): Is a genre of techniques use in
spectral decomposition of positive-only (magnitude) matrices. When the
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found non-negative matrices are multiplied together, they approximate
the original non-negative matrix (Lee et al. 1999).)
• Shift-Invariant Probabilistic Latent Source Separation (PLCA): An ex-
tension to PLCA that allows for convolutive bases (Smaragdis et al. 2008),
allowing for normalize w basis functions.
• Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT): Capable of capturing both spectral
content and temporal events. This is made possible by performing itera-
tive sampling over time with a fixed window, and what is called a ”hop”,
where the window is moved to an overlapping position on a previously
sampled window. Using a smoothing kernel, many overlapping windows
result in a STFT spectrogram with changing amplitudes for the analyzed
frequencies.
• singular value decomposition (SVD): is a factorization of a real or com-
plex matrix P that can be decomposed as the product P = UDVT where
the singular vectors in V and U are orthonormal. This is a widely used





B.0.1 Analysis of Interlude No. 4 by John Cage
1 %_______________________________________________________
2 %
3 %Analysis of the Interlude No. 4 for Prepared Piano by John Cage.
4 %_______________________________________________________
5 %
6 %by Spencer Topel
7 %%
8 %Generate PLCA Components from first twenty seconds of "Fourth ...
Variation"
9 %iteratively across 8, 12, 20, and 32 components and Resynthesize:
10
11 %number of components to extract
12 numComponents = 20;
13
14 s = wavread( 'fourthVariation.wav')';




19 % Go to time-freq via STFT with a window of 2048 and a hop of 1024
20 f = stft( s, 2048, 1024, 0, 'hann');
21
22
23 % Do PLCA2d Analysis





27 % Resynthesize components
28 fn = abs( f) ./ (w*diag(z)*h);
29 fp = f ./ abs( f);
30 fp = fp ./ repmat( linspace( .5, 10, size( f, 1))', 1, size( f, 2));
31
32 for i = 1:size( w, 2)
33 tf = (w(:,i)*z(i)*h(i,:)) .* fn;
34 y(i,:) = stft( tf.*fp, 2048, 1024, 0, 'hann');
35 wavwrite(y(i,:), 44100, [filestem0 ...
num2str(numComponents(n), '%02d')
36 %'_' num2str(i, '%02d') '.wav']);
37 clear y
38 end
B.0.2 Analysis of Partiels by Gerard Grisey




4 %Analysis of G. Grisey's "Partiels" Pour 16 Ou 18 Musciens
5 %_______________________________________________________
6 %
7 %by Spencer Topel
8 %%
9 %Generate PLCA Components from first section of "Partiels" ...
iteratively across
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10 %8, 12, 20, and 32 components and Resynthesize:
11
12 %number of components to extract
13 numComponents = [8,12,20,32];
14
15 s = wavread( 'Section_1.wav')';
16 filestem0 = 'section_1_';
17
18
19 for n = 1:4
20 % Go to time-freq via STFT with a window of 2048 and a hop of 1024
21 f = stft( s, 2048, 1024, 0, 'hann');
22
23
24 % Do PLCA2d Analysis




28 % Resynthesize components
29 fn = abs( f) ./ (w*diag(z)*h);
30 fp = f ./ abs( f);
31 fp = fp ./ repmat( linspace( .5, 10, size( f, 1))', 1, size( f, 2));
32
33 for i = 1:size( w, 2)
34 latex
35 y(i,:) = stft( tf.*fp, 2048, 1024, 0, 'hann');
36 wavwrite(y(i,:), 44100, [filestem0 ...
num2str(numComponents(n), '%02d')







43 for i = 9:size( w, 2)
44 tf = (w(:,i)*z(i)*h(i,:)) .* fn;
45 y(i,:) = stft( tf.*fp, 2048, 1024, 0, 'hann');
46 wavwrite(y(i,:), 44100, [filestem0 ...
num2str(numComponents(n), '%02d')










56 %use Euclidean distance to measure from extracted components and ...
trombone E2




C.0.3 Instructions to Reviewers
1. Your task as an expert reviewer is to classify the grooves and beats of all
1138 song excerpts in a research database. To do so, play each song and
determine the best category.
2. Categories can be selected by selecting the boxes below the title ”Beat Cat-
egories” on the “BeatIDExperiment” patch. All songs should have a cate-
gory. Please limit the number of categories as best as you can. Additional
category boxes are available if this proves impossible.
3. Songs that don’t have beats should go in the ”non-beat” category, regard-
less of style, genre, etc.
4. Once you have finished the evaluation, or want to save your progress part-
way, you can save your current session using either the ”Save Auto” or
”Save New” buttons. ”Save Auto” generates the file ”Results.txt” on your
desktop. ”Save New” allows you to name the evaluation file yourself.
5. If you want to resume a previously saved session. Use the ”Load” button
to select the file from the location you saved it.
6. The ”Restart” button loads a black evaluation file in the event you want to
start over.
7. When you are finished, please send along the saved evaluation file along
with descriptions of the categories that you decided upon in the process.




Two expert listeners provided markups for the ISHKUR dataset corresponding
to what the instructions stated above. The average time for the reviewers to
complete the task was four days. Among the three reviewers, the average music
education and/or experience was approximately 20 years.
C.1.1 Categories Determined by Listener AS
Reviewer AS is a Hip-Hop producer and independent author named Amir
Sa’id (Sa’id 2011), and these categories correspond to the markup file
ASLIST.ascii.
Summary
1 Boom Bap/East Coast (New York Rap Sound).
2 West Coast/G-funk.
3 Break beat.
4 Electronic Drum Machine.
5 Southern Bounce (Southern Rap Sound).
6 Electro Funk.
7 Miami bass.




11 R&B Hip Hop.
16 non-beat.
Detailed Description
Categories 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 16 did not have additional details.
1. Boom Bap/East Coast (New York Rap Sound): Beat style and sound that
emphasizes knocking customized drums, filtered bass line samples, and
sample chops. Beat style and sound establishedmodern form of sampling.
2. West Coast/G-funk: Beat style and sound (based on the late 1970s P-funk
sound of George Clinton and Parliament) that emphasizes use of live in-
strumentation, particularly distinct melody lines.
3. Break beat: Beat style and sound primarily based on/driven by sampled
funk breaks. Typically, most (if not all) of the elements of break-beat beats
aremade up of whole sampled breaks of pre-recordedmusic, usually early
funk breaks.
4. Electronic Drum Machine: Beat style and sound that prioritizes and is
driven by samples of soul music (typically between 1965-1975). Soul-
sample style and sound prioritizes capturing the meaning and emotional
feel of the soul music it samples and references. By there nature, soul-
sample
beats, along with East Coast beats, tend to be the most conducive to com-
plex (advanced) rap lyricism.
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5. Southern Bounce (Southern Rap Sound): Beat style and sound that
prioritizes the use of synth sounds and deemphasizes traditional sampling
style. Southern bounce/trap prominently features synth brass, highly syn-
copated electronic (stock/preset) drum sounds, and the ubiquitous 808
(Roland TR 808)
bass drum. Southern bounce/trap beats range in arrangement scope and
complexity, which in ch. 6 of my book, The BeatTips Manual, I divide
into three separate categories: “non-orchestral,” “semi-orchestral,” and
“orchestral” (or epic).
6. Electro Funk: no description provided
7. Miami bass: An off-shoot of Electro Funk that became part of basis for
Southern Bounce.
C.1.2 Categories Determined by Listener ST
Reviewer ST is the author of this dissertation, and these categories correspond
to the markup file STLIST.ascii.
1 Break + Pulse (usually lowest sub-division level).
2 Swing Break/ New Soul Break / Rap and Hiphop.
3 Straight Break / No Swing.
4 Techno + Accented Metric Structures.





8 Pulse Trance and non-break Trance beats.
9 2-Step (beats on 1 and 3 respectively).
10 Short-short Long (Beastie Boys).
11 Funk/Disco/house beats (2-step dominating over break patterns).
12 Drum Chatter and DrumMachine (beat origami).
14 Amerifro Drumming (faux Voodoo and Bhata).
16 non-beat.
C.1.3 Categories Determined by Listener JG
Reviewer JG is a Swiss DJ and producer, who attended Dartmouth College as a
Master’s of Engineering Student in 2010, and these categories correspond to the
markup file JG BeatCats.ascii.
1 Hip-Hop (slow tempo).
2 drum n bass (amen break).
3 time signature 3/4.
4 time signature 4/4 house & various tempo.
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